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INSIDE TODAM
Hockey sta.r
Mullen to
become a
priest/9

>ts

EDITOR'S NOTE

snJPID
GOl1DOE5

Need to make a long distance phone call? Don't want to
pay for it? Well, neither does Stupid GC;)vernment! . .
Just stop by their Deadwood Memorial Center office 1f you
want to make a phone call. Don't work for Stupid
Government? Don't worry! These are your Student Inactivity
Fee dollars·at work!

Hold your nose5:, folks, this is University Chronicle's annual
parody edition (Mparody" is the key word here.)
Our intention, as always, is to amuse, not to deeply offend. We
seem to have this idea that we're all terribly clever, and we want
people to enjoy reading it. Don't take it s~riously. We ~i~n't.
Almost all advertisements and classifieds are leg1t1mate, but
parody adv_ertisements are cleary designated as such.

SOMETHING
Students are
shoe/fed
BY BEULAH
STAFF BITER

From unanswered telephone
misuse to low attendance at
meetings, Stupid Gov·emment
has had one unproductive year.

"No one infonned me that I
wasn't allowed to do as I
please," Willdo Littlejohnson,
president of Stupid Government,

said. "After all, I am the Stupid
Government president, if I say it
is OK to call Tokyo in the

middle of the day and charge it
to the university, then it is as
simple as that."

e Turn to STUPID/5

Weve

gota
plarr
University
planning ta/fes .
new turn
BY REALLY WORTHLESS
Ass-IS-IN NOSE EATER

After nine months of
deliberations and contractions, a
Strategic Planning Committee
has emerged with five keys
themes to lead Party Cloud State
University into the future.
The committee arose from
the faculty and administration's
deep concern that PCSU was
never really part of Playboy's list
of top three party schools.

e Turn to PLAN/5

BY ORC HEDLYNE
ELCID
'Those Rag bastards," the rioters shouted.
"We want their heads! We want their souls!"
Angry users of the PCSU Bulletin Board
System rioted Tuesday night outside Stewed
Hall, where Third-Rare Tabloid Rags offices
are located.

The mob was protesting the misspelling of
the BBS system operator, Henry Manfred St.
John/Sinjin/Jinson (whatever), in a Rag
article about the BBS.
"If they can't spell a name right, they don't
deserve to live," said protester Wank R. Lot,
who goes by "Shadowlord" on the BBS. "I
can't sleep at night with this horrible
discrepancy nagging at my mind. People will

read that story, and they will miss the point
entirely because of that one name!"
Some BBS users, unwilling to leave their
computers for too long, protested
electronically by posting nasty messages
about the Rag on the BBS.

e Turn to RIOT/??

Tuesday, May 13, 1997

WHAT
TIIE HELL IS
GONG ON?
TODAY
Hermaphrodites on
Wednesday
12 a.m. in Stewed Hall,
Room 1000. Weekly meeting
for Half men/half women
creatures of Party Cloud
State University.

PAR1Y ScHooL & ITS DEPENDENT TOWN
Party Cloud city
Rampant outbreak of
council encourage all- the 'yellow clamp'
you-can drink specials infects campus
In a move, many feel was long overdue, Party
Cloud city council said that they would shut
down e.very bar in town if they didn't have all-

Students should avoid the University ·
campus due to an outbreak of the "yellow

you-can drink special seven days a week. ·

The "clamp", as it is commonly known is
spreading like wildfire. The carriers of this
disease know who they are, but refuse to
identify themselves for fear of bankruptcy and
public humiliation.
Useless Public Safety is the major
disseminator of the "yellow clamp." They are .
being combatted by the campus quacks, which
are doing everything within their puny brains.
• In other news, students who . are caught
locking their bikes to lighqx:ists. and trees on
campus will be brutally beaten until they
understand the seriousness of their crime; that is
unless they can get a photo of an officer doing

Juan Sharedish, owner of the The Cox Bar
and. Shrill in downtown Party Cloud said he
refused to encourage young people to

overindulge at his bar. He said that he was going
to protest the move, saying he hates the idea of
all-you can-drink specials.
"I hate to see today's youth d.runk because
then they spend their money foolishly,"

SATURDAY
House party at Rebel's
place

Sharedish said. "They lose any reality of money
and when they wake up in the morning they

realize how much they spent.
t

.

1 p.m. Kegs are tapped.
Rugby game will be played
in his basement, with party to

follow.

SUNDAY
Day of recovery from
Rebel's party
5 a.m. - all day.

MONDAY
"Hi-on Snoz"
Noon a.m. Spitright band

of the week, playing in the
Quarry Pub.

WEDNESDAY
Another Party at
Rebel's house
1:30 a.m. Get'front row
·seats to see Willyou
Scratchmyitch sing Bobby
McGee by Janis Jopplin.

THURSDAY
'Deep Throat IX'
6 p.m. "Deep Throat IX"
showing in Deadwood Little
The-ate-her. Limited seating
and first cum, first serve.

FRIDAY

To submit infonnation for the
events calendar, mail it to The
Rag, 13 Stewed Hall, Party
Cloud, MN 56301-4498

clamp."

MAsTER

Clinton falls,
breaks foot at
house party .
President Bill Clinton was in
Party Cloud, much to the chagrin
of many White House staff. As it
is so popularly thought, Clinton
fell while walking down the stairs
at golfer Greg Norman's house.
Here in the pages of The Rag
comes the truth; a story that will
shock the world. President Bill
Clinton hurt himself attempting to
do the Macarena at a Party Cloud
house party.
According to an innocent
bystander, Clinton was pushed
from behind b.y someone who did
not approve of Clinton's four
secret servicemen not paying the
$6 cover charge.

30 years ago; ..
Goof Doobie, a Rhodes Scholar
attending Oxford at the time, gets
busted with a joint in his mouth, but
says he never inhaled.
Ironically, the man Doobie was
with when he was caught with the
join, also goes by title, "President,"
now.
On May 19, 1965,theChronicle
actually met deadline when Web
Printing came to pick it l1p. The
staff went out to celebrate and never
met deadline since.
(We can't even make deadline
for a parody issue!)

CoRRECDONS
There are never any errors in the
pages of The Rag so get off your
high horse and admit YOU are the
one that is wrong!

Party Cloud State
Bookstore has ,
another sale, students
sick of ridiculously
low prices
The Party Cloud State bookstore has
outdone itself again. They've dropped their
ridiculously low prices, beating the competition
again; themselves!
It is the sixth big saJe of the year, each time
the prices being slashed even lower. Students
say they can't keep up with the insanity and
wish the store-would just quit.
'1 hate sales," said PCSU student, Ty Tass.
"EspeciaJly because they have them aJfthe time.
Can't they just sell the damn stuff at regular

& BATION

Clinton chose to come to Party
Cloud because he hear what a
liberal town Party Cloud was and
figured he'd fit right in.

world, overtaking the Nile by
three feet in wid.th.

Cult leaders
plan for next
cumming,

pre•pubescent age band of
siblings, 'The Hanson's."
Is anyone quite sure what
"Ummm Bop" really means?

Ebonics passed
as official .
'Ut:nmmBop' · , "language of Ku :,
Hale Bopp has come and gone Klux Klan
and along with it went 39

UNDwins

national sea
cayaking
contest
Under Neck Deep (UNO), a
North Dakota based sea cayaking
team finished first at this year's

national sea kayaking contest.
The team had never entered
before, but defeated all the
weathered professionals.
In a sideline, UND's home
practice area, the Red River was
declared the largest river in . the

members of the Heaven's Gate
cult.
Since · then,.the cult has
increased
dram4tically
in
popularity and is now as large as
American Association of Retired
Persons (AARP). They say there
next mass suicide attempt is going
to be at the hands of the popular
new song, "Ummm Bop" by the

David Diikl!, foriner Ku Klux
Klan Grand Dragon recently
came back to campus to announce
that ebonies had been named the
officiaJ language of the KKK. He
spoke in Halenbeck Hall.
It was Duke's first time here
since he spoke in 1974. He has
since become a national political
figure in the late 1980's.

The Kag Stall

IN HISTORY•••

Hiking, swimming, and
cramping
The University Pubic
Bunch is hosting a weekend
in the Bundy Waters

the same thing.
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Honkies, crackers celebrate White history
I.M. Flawless
MASTER RACE COPY EDITOR

Stupid Government has finall y
agreed to fund the He Man EuroCaucasian Club's planned events,

beginning Monday, in honor of
White Male History Month.
White Male History Month is

part of a national movement aimed
at recognizing the contributions of
male

Caucasian

Americans.

PCSU's local chapter of HMECC is
organizing a series of events to
promote recognition of the
occasion.
Arban
Honky,
HMECC
president and founder, said he

wanted to sec something geared
toward recognition of male
Caucasian
Americans.
He
. requested funding for the event two
years ago, but was turned down.
Since then he has fought for
Caucasian American male rights by
organizjng rallies and petitioning

~~~g~

Srupid 9ovemment for
"I used to feel so left out when 1

sawotherorganizationshavingfun
at cultural events recognizing th eir
hiS to ry," Honky said. ''I really juSt
;:n;:!ie\~!a;o~~e

~~=-~•

doing

Will Do Little-Johnson, Stupid
~o~:Tn~::~r ~;:~d;:~t. said he
''I thi nk (HMECC) is a great
group of guys," Little-Johnson said.

:~~~tk ~~{ P::~!e a~::!::~
Americans. 1 have to admit it

Hoolia-Hoop PhotobitchlPHCffO MOM

Members of the He Man Euro-Caucasian Club review the week's events for the UJH:Oming White Male History month. The week will
focus on things real White men like such as tools, tractors, grilling and fishing.
·
wanted Jeff Who?,
Stupid
Government Vice-President to go

involving who can remember the
most movie lines. and re-create the

community.
Local law enforcement offical~

with him, but said he would not

bes~:xplo:~:;:;,

Orville's

~~eg~c;oan~at;;g :o~: o~o~

f::r~o
among the. senators.
The scheduled

Processed Meat Market will
sponsor
a
bratwurst
and
braunschwieger eating contest at

underprivleged
Caucasion
American males. Refreshments will
provided by Sven's Beer and

::t

~~~1t1:: :;;~
events

will

fro~~~~:t~e :~m:!:;~~~~~!

Am:~w_ling tournament and a11
rhthym and blues review will be

t~:~;~s
!fi·7~c~~;d:~
following
seminars:
"Lawn
Ornament Placement," "How to
move a trailer house," "CheezWiz

ii~:J:iin~d
Bw7i~
provide refreshments for the event.
Thursday's events will be
centered on a lawn tractor and tool

~:~1~:·anlJ1~~~y i.:~n~ke;~
downtown Party Cloud. This event
honors the founders of the White
Male History Month movement

°:ai;~:i7:1~:a::

~~:ur:~rsChi~:;o, e~;:vt;

F;~~~:

?f"-1~fj'!1~~

· · · no ,·,

~~

j~.7~--~-.

Li~tle-Johnson als6 ~aid ·he

~ili~~;;i[~~; ;~:!7"2

;=:t:!ar
~~~
ti:::iti:.t

::YEi~~~:~~
MeineFraulienSchmecken Brewing

0

sounds like mo.re fun ' thrui ·ahy of furG~!u~:·:·~~Griu%0 'j~
the e~nj ,8
1-.,~ !! ::Male privileg~ '. orveXcuse to!pla'.y

~:~~~~e

~~

first event will be a tractor pull at

~=

.»"iJh fire?"

cabletelevisionhostTub"TheTooJ •. movement with a mission from
Man" Tyler, will be on hand to God in the early 1980s.
i

~ ;t;!11: ::;:g~;:t:ts~:i~h:f~~

~~:~:~:t~:~:~~t ~~:ts:~~

the F:~:/ 0 ;v:~::ac~~~t:~t~d:

:e;!~~~:~~· t~;t;~~~r:~
the Party Cloud law enforcement

~iu:=~~nand te~~lition
Contestants will fish for bass and

~,-Rv'e~ruwkn?g,"iw;'l',·1;1(:;endi~~~owt~,.',•ho~a;:ctranonTte~s:t

~~

f~:~:.

Solons pass cure for sexism
by Manly Boxer
LORD OF DARKNESS

The Minnesota Legislature recently passed -

and
Gov. Areson Carseat is expected to sign - a new law
requiring state universities to use items of furniture as
references for supervisory positions.
'This i~ a clear mandate that sexist and antiquated
gender-specific jargon will no longer be tolerated,"
exclai med~ newly-appointed
Carseat
chief
administrator, Bemado "Seedy" Onan. He recently
changed his name from
"Oman" due to the
gender-challenging
implications inherent
in his fonner surname,
which he now calls his
fonner last name for
the same reasons.
The
PCSU
administration, now to
be known as "Furniture
Pod Leaders," issued
an incoherent press
release hailing the new
law as "a sma11 step for ;
furniture, and a giant
step for personkind."
One aspect of the
new
leadership
designations
will involve an easy transition due to past usage,
according to interior decorators and campus insiders. A
person fonnerly known as department chainnan,
chairwoman or chairperson will now officially be
called "the chair." In larger departments, the second in
command would logically be a "folding chair."
Persons jointly sharing a position such as cochainnen, etc., are now to be called ' 'tete-a-tete," after
the S-shaped sofa for two, under a late amendment to
the new law.

The big changes take place at the top of the
leadership "ladder," formerly called the chain
of command, a term now discarded due to its vestiges
of male-dominated military. lingo, according
to Assistant (formerly. lieutenant) Governor Joanne
Benchild, fonnerly Benson.
For example, the president at PCSU will now be
designated as the "table," as in PCSU Table Goof
Doobie. University vice presidents are now to
be called "end tables," or ETs. Onan, who pressed
Carseat into supporting the measure, said, "We felt we
had to get rid of the
tenn
'president'
because
all
U.S.
presidents
and
all PCSU presidents
have been of the
masculine variety. The
'table' was a logical
choice."
Outgoing PCSU
affirmative
action
officer Bea A. Carseat
(no relations with the
governer), expressed
delight at the new
• des!~iit!ons.

move

certainly
will
cure
the
historic
and future ills of a sexist society," she noted.
"I welcome the arrival in July of new affirmative action
officer Laurabelle Alice, from Cal Berkeley,
formerly known as Laura Allen. She can have this
job!"
Like other recent unfunded mandate_s, no funds have
been dedicated to changing business cards, door signs
or stationery. However, an amendment closed the
PCSU Women's Center to liberate some funds for
the changes.

attempt to ~n each other down at
the same time. This event will be
held at Whitebread Lake. All
contestants must wear appropriate
safety equipment and practice a
catch-and-release policy for both
fish and each other. The winner will
receive a free trip to either a boat
sh9w or a game farm of his choice.
Honky said he wanted everyone
to come and enjoy themselves.
"I don't care if you're not a
Caucasian American male," Honky
said. "Just come out and help us
celebrate. After all we support most
of 1hese other organizations, don't
we?"
Honky said HMEC'C is.not out
to bash anyone or any other ethnic
event He said it is his vision that
we can all live together peacefully
and recognize each other.

Glossary for state university
positions
~'lW

:aighchair
tlead table
Window dressing
Buffet
Playpen

B!tnk bed

g,;1,:

r
tlammock
I..:awn ·chair
Bookcase
Couch
L<)veseat
Recliner
,Tabiiret

l:futch
N°ightstand
Magazine rack
Credenza
File cabinet
Writing desk
Curio
Ro)ltQpdesk
Ta1>le d'hote
Lamp

Old
•Pean

Coach
Housing director
;J;{~sident adviser
~•Y care director
:Admissions direcwr ·•.t
Athletic director
Sports information director
Bookstore manager
Counselling center director
Health Services director
Cam~us rec. director
.intemat T studies direblor
l'inancial aid director:, ·
Campus security dirticfor
Career services director
Graduate schobl director
Records/regist. director
Write Place directpr
Professor emeritus
. Business office director
Union president
Human resources director

Rag
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Doobie promotes Campus Destruction Program
by Ed S. Degenerate
STAPH INFECTED WRITER

University

President

Goof

Doobie

announced Wednesday afternoon in the
Deadwood court the institution of the

Campus Destruction Program to make the
campus appear more like the stereotypical
college campus.
''This campus is just too pleasing to the
eye," Doobie said. 'Tm going for the
irresponsible and unimpressive college
student image here. I'm sick of all these

flowers."
To kick off the program, Doobie dumped
a box of office memos, letters from parents
and other assorted office supply products

onto the DeadwOOO coun to be blown abotit
by the wind.
Doobie has instructed university faculty to
make their portion of the campus look a bit

more roughed up and abused.
"I've left it up to the dean of each college
how they want to trash their portion of the

campus," Doobie said. "I happen to believe
the grass is greener on the other side. It is time
to let another campus be that other side."
The, college of Science and Technology
Dean Hogan Heroe has charged his
professors with littering the Deadwood court
and any other area they see fit with
miscellaneous computer parts.
"I can't wait to see those useless five and
a quarter inch floppy disks and other
computer accessories laying around the
Deadwood mall," Heroe said. "It's just too
pretty. I can't wait to start trashing this place,
it's going to be great."
Students of PCSU have not reacted
favorably to this new program instillited by
President Doobie.
"l think it sucks," sophomore Seymoure
Butz said. "Who does Doobie thinks he is
anyway? I was enjoying the pleasing·
surroundings and using the conveniently
located trash receptacles around campus."
Rip Uoffe, assistant vice president of
Buildings and Grounds has instructed his
campus maintenance crew to ignore litter and
systematically remove the trash cans from the
campus.
'Tm just following the lead of President
Doobie," Uoffe said. ''This campus is much
too nice."
~
Uoffe demonstrated his enthusiasm for the

PlwWg Name!PHuroG rrru:

Plans for restoration of Lawrence Hall were revealed at a recent meeting. The blueprints are part of PCSU President
Doobie's Campus Destruction Program being embraced by faculty, staff and students alike.
program by kicking over a trash can and
spilling its contents onto the sidewalk as he
returned to his office.
"I just can't believe that Doobie is doing
this," junior Daisy Confused said.. "This is
outrageous."
A small bani:i of students have formed a
program to combat the Campus Destruction
Program.
Adopt-a-Trashcan currently has about 100
students who have each been designated a
campus trashcan and its surrounding area to
keep it litter-free.
"We're fighting a losing battle but it's
worth a ·try," said sophomore Bea Martyr
"The professors know which students are in
Adopt-a-Trashcan and give us more
homework to take away from our free time.
We're not discouraged. We are determined to
clean up this campus."

Doobie said he was getting sick of looking
at those pointless trash cans found all over the
campus.
"I couldn't believe the students were
actually using those things," Doobie said.
Work study students have been reassigned
from their original tasks to toss about old
exams and other worksheets. Printing
Services has doubled their daily• output of
copies and distributed the excess paper to the
work study students for the Campus
Destruction Program.
A series of dumpster fires and other small
fires from the discarded exams broke out
around campus Wednesday evening filling
the campus air with a think black smoke right
before sunset.
"It reminds me of Los Angeles in the
summer," senior Yahaa Wright said. "Nothing
like a lot of smoke to obscure the beautifully

setting sun."
Stewart , Brown and Centennial Halls
were garnished with graffiti Wednesday
afternoon shortly following the Campus
Destruction Program kickoff. Some of the
graffiti read, "Professor's rights," "Down with
stupid government," and "I)o,lbie in 2000."
'Tm glad to see the faculty get involved
on campus," Doobie ~d. 'This latest round
of campus .¢facements sh0w~ th,;- faculty
rea11y believe in campus destruction." , . ,,,
Doobie said he is pl~·that-university
professors . are using their office time , and
other spare time between classes to bring.a bit
of vandalism to the campus.
"This is only the beginning of the
program. I hope we can take it to many more
levels of destruction and vandalism in the
future," Doobie said.

Frisbee team denies disruption .UPS hides proof offire
by Llewd Dorkman

whistle and yell insults.
According to Gleeful, Frisbee
players began the disruptive acts.
Captive fresijmen watched She said she tried to stop them,
. their orientation tour dissolve into but they called her dirty wrirds.
chaos Tuesday as a result of
'The Frisbee players' actions
shenanigans staged by members ruined the whole thing," said
of PSCU's Frisbee Flingers team. Slush Puppy, one of the actors.
"I've never ever ever seen "Plus they all smelled bad. I was
such rude and downright childish totally offended"
behavior, " said Bubbly Gleeful,
Frisbee Flinger coach Slim
orientation tour guide.
Jim Crappy responded later that
The
day
to
incident
players' allged
began when
actions.
several of the
"Ir there
freshman
any
were
started
Frisbee
making highplayers that
pitched
said or did
noises and
anythingmake excellent
loud
and we're not
comments.
saying they
husbands.
They were
did or that
identified as
they
ever
Goof Doobie
PCSU
would-we'll
PCSU
PRESIDENT
Frisbee
make
sure
Flinger team
they
members by their jerseys and apologize," Crappy said.
their vacant expressions.
President Goof Doobie said
During the presentation, the athletes found guilty of
volunteers acted out situations harassment will be penalized.
freshmen might encounter. In the
"We're a-gonna round up
middle of a scene called "The RA them varmints and fill 'em full of
won't stop touching me," lead!" Doobie said. ''Or we might
audience members began to suspend them from the team. Or
BOOKSTORE CUSTOMER .

I'm sure these
fellows would

maybe just give them a stem
look."
Dudley Klod, freshman
Frisbee player, was less than
enthusias.tic about ·possible
repercussions.
"You will never take my
flying disk away," Klod said. "It
is my sacred weapon. I should
kick your ass for daring to
suggest it."
Klod and other Frisbee
players wrote a letter of apology
to the orientation committee. It
read:
We ar sorrie. We regrat
any bad stuff <lat wuz dun.
Crappy said he feels the
effects of the incident weren't
entirely. bad.
"You know, it's nice to get
some publicity for once," Crappy
said. "Most people think Frisbee
go]~ is a lame sport, and never
come watch us."
Gleeful said she was happy
the team apologized. She
considered it a heartfelt
expression of regret and said they
must have thought about the
consequences of their actions.
'Ths is the beginning of a
more open and enlightened
Frisbee team," said Doobie. "I'm
sure these fellows would make
excellent husbands."

t.M. Flawless
MASTER RACE COPY EDITOR

An alleged fire in the PCSU Useless
Public Safety building Wednesday
afternoon gutted the building and
hospitalized three UPS officers.
A report was received on a scanner
from the local fire department
concerning the fire in the UPS building.
Officers are saying they are not sure
there was a fire and refuse to comment.
"Fire?" said Joe Wannabe, UPS
officer. "I never said anything about a
fire. No. I can't say anything to you
about any -fire. 1 can't say anything. It
would be my blood."
Although a Party Cloud fire truck
was parked in front of the building, the
signs of a fire were not visible.
Residents said they smelled smoke, but
they could not pinpoint a source.
In a related development, three UPS
officers were treated at a local hospital
for second-degree bums to their
buttocks. Doctors say the injuries
appear to have been sustained while
ignoring a fire.
An audio tape of the 411 call to the
fire department was sent to the Rag.
The call seems to have been made by
W.R.N. Porkrind, UPS director.
Porkrind allegedly begs the 411
operator to call the fire department for
him as his phone book was smoldering

and unreadable. He also allegedly
asked her to send help "sometime in the
,..,near future."
"We thought we smelled smoke,"
Porkrind said sitting in his soot-covered
office. "But, we were mistJ.k:en. We
called the fire department to be on the
safe side. I just don't underscand how
you people at the Rag get aH these
crazy ideas. It's not like we (at UPS )
have anything 10 hide. I don't have to
answer your questions anyway. It's not
like it's a law or anything."
I.P. Yellowriver, Party Cloud fire
chief, said he didn't care who placed
the.tall or how it came in, he was glad
there was no noticeable damage. He
then discussed the conflicting stories·
between UPS aod his own comments
about damage to the building.
"I'm not saying there was a fire,"
Yellowriver said "And I'm not saying
there wasn't."
In other related developments,
British scientists have discovered a link
between memory loss, smokeinhalation and sexual inadequacy.
Although no one is being accused of
having memory loss, the conflicting
reports of a fire seem to indicate
something happened at·the UPS shack.
While officers still work out of the
gutted premises, alleged bids from
alleged contractors have been received
to repair the "no noticeable damage."
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As the police moved in, the
rioters set fire to a state-owned mini
van used by the Rag to deliver
papers.

''To hell with lhe First
Amendment, we want their funding
frozen," wrote Frank Fuzzwhacker,
freshman, known on the BBS as

Bunny Kins. "I want to make those
pathetic excuses for journalists to
beg for mercy for the pain and
suffering they have caused."
Party Cloud police, armed with
riot gear, were called to the scene
around II p.m. Police kept their
distance from the protesters for
three hours before moving in to
quell the disturbance.

When

the

bails

of

newspapers caught fire, the rioters
whooped and began dancing the
Macarena
Police began to grab rioters,

causing them to cry. Fed up, the
police took out their nightsticks and
proceeded to beat the protesters
about the head and shoulders.
''This is nothing compared to
1988," said one police officer as he
whacked a protester into
unconsciousness. "I'm hardly
breaking a sweat."
Thirteen
protesters
were

arrested and taken to Stirrup
County Jail.
Prior to the riot, various BBS
users gathercd'in the Quarry Pub to
send hate e-mail to the Rag
expressing their feelings about the
misspelling and about the quality of
the Rag in general.
.From the Pub's computer
tenninals, the BBS users fired off
complaints about the Rag S alleged
unprofessional behavior, poor
quality articles and the editors'
maturity level, before returning to
the BBS to post messages about
penis size, innovative torture
techniques and creative ways of
butchering the English language.
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Freshman Starter Kit:
Includes_.all must-haves for college students.

Blow-up doll (male or female) with lubricant
·• Picture of nice boy/girl to send home to paren~
(specify two if parents are divorced)
Fake ID (Don /Donna) • Keg Tap (regular/mini)
Beer Bong ·
• Replica party-house beer glass
Allforonly

$149.99! Call 555-4KIT

Notice: This is an ad parody! This is not a real adv~rtisement!

Sheila Schreifels
Hair on 31st

Stupid PAGE 1
Stupid Government members
even ousted Littlejohnson as
president, probably because he
began to do too much. Once
members realized Littlejohnson
was doing nothing, it only took two
days to vote him into office to do
what he does best, nothing.
"Unproductivity has been our
goal all year," Sammy Nerd,
senator, said. "Why should we oust
the king? I figured if president
Littlejohnson can be dismissed
from unexcused meetings, then
why can't I just quit? In fact I
haven't attended a meeting since."
Nerd isn't the only member who
feels Littlejohnson's "do little"
policy is best. For two consecutive
meetings quorum was called do to
lack of attendance.
'Those Hard-On's shakes are
too good to eat during a 20 niinute
recess," Nerd said. "I have to take
my tilll.~. After all trying to explain
th_e athletic referendum lo twentv
other··do-nothings 'causes· a · dry
·mouth. As a , member of
Littlejohnson "do little" policy, I
must hold my head high when lack
of my attendance cancels a
meeting."
Vice
president
Jethro

PlanPAGE1
President Goof Doobie denied
the committee was fonned to
impress a re-accreditation team,
who is visiting PCSU to inv,estigate
why the school's party rating has
dropped so drastica1ly.
"I'm not interested in whether
we get re-accredited or not,"
Doohie said. 'That is not an issue.
Right now we've got a crisis on our
hands with this Playboy thing."
New Dope, a member of the
committee said she believes the five
themes they have sent to Doobie for
approval are definitely what_PCSU
needs to contend with Floorita
State, the nation's current number
one party school.
"Before our minds were too
clear" Dope said. "What we need is
a more blurred focus. For example,
we stressed the wrong values, like
getting these kids out of here in less

Undersung accepted all the praise
for Littlejohnson's "do littJe"
policy.
"When LittJejohnson had too
many unexcused absences I called
an emergency. party in his name,"
Undersung said. "We laughed,
drank and hailed the old king.
Under no circumstance were
members serious about ousting
Littlejohnson. What could we
possibly have done without any
direction?"
Book police chair, Mork utters,
he has never felt better about
accomplishing. nothings as he did
under Littlejohnson's "do little"
policy.
"I have served on Stupid
Government for three years and this
is the best I have seen it," Utters
said. "We have never been a1lowed
to charge long-distance calls to the
school, throw parties for doing
nothing or oust, then vote in, a
president. Th~ 'do Jiule' policy
should definitely be implemented
next year."
Next year's president, Tristy
Hovando, plans to ldck the "do
little" policy. Stupid Government
members are upset about actua1ly
having to accomplish something
than six years. We need their
money, damnit, or ho,; am I going
to get a raii,e ?"
The five themes are:
I. Designated pot-smoking floors
in the donns. Th.is is to protect
the University's belief that
college is a time to explore new
things. It is understood that
everyone must try pot to get into
PCSU, but that every single
person enjoys the green odorous
fctor that marijuana smoke gives
off. This would also aid in the
blurred vision that Doobie feels
isso important.
2. All students will be given an
automatic 4.0 for the year if any
of their roommates mysteriously
die: Terrible things do happen
and this is a way to ensure that at
least somebody gets an "A."
3. To improve university cxtema1
and internal relationships.
PCSU wants to improve its
relationship
with
the
surrounding
community,
especially the South Side. This

under Hovando.
"I will protest if Hovando
intends to make me attend all
meetings," Undersung said. "I must
hold up Littlejohnson's policy as a
model for students."
Stupid Government members
are against Hovando's policy and
plan to make her job hell.
"I understand we are supposed
to respect the Presitient, but who
really respected Littlejohnson?,"
Nerd said. "With no prior
experience he was the perfect
candidate. Hovando expects us to
work and respect her. I can't
1magme,
that
simply
unthinkable."
Many members wan to protest
but Littlejohson has asked that in
memory of his "do little" policy,
they do nothing to stop Hovando.
Littlejohnson feels acting would
defeat the purpose of an entire year
of the "do little" policy.
"If you are looking for an easy
job as Stupid Government
columnist, it's yours," I said. "After
spending all quarter trying to find
enough Stupid Government news
to print, next year will be smooth
sailing. That is of course, unless
you wish to sit through endless
debate on parliamentary procedure
only to accomplish nothing. If this
is the case, where were you when
Littlejohnson's "do little" policy
reignedT'
is going to be accomplished
through nightly keggers at the
houses of different members of
key administration officials,
such as Interim director of UPS
. Borin' Zanderrson. The kegs
will be funded by an 100 percent
increase in activity fees.
4. Improved access to technology,
making it easier to download
pornography off the Internet.
The Rag will be offering the use
of its computers one hour a
week to support the move.
5. And the most important theme is
that students arc no longer the
university's first priority. Taking
care of the janitorial engineers
and increased support for the
campus radio station KRAKFM have become the main
objectives.
The next step is to translate
these themes into an gct-someaction plan. The details of this
should be out sometime around the
year 2010. when the next reaCcreditatjon team is coming.

37 31st Ave. S.

S.t. Cloud, MN 56301
Call today for your new look ...
Wk: 253-7839 Hrn:654-1369

1Bring this coupon in for a:

: Offer good with any paid service

1Sheila Schreifels

:

Hair on 31st!

12.72J~A
~ ~ ~ar~e.[s~u!;_ _ _ (2;<]_2~-,l!!3.2J

Newman Center
396 First Avenue, South
Sunday evenf ng liturg_r at 8 pm

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P.M .
SUNDAY: 9 A.M .• 11:15 A.M. & 8 P . M.

MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261
OFFICE: 151-3260

Private Rooms
Avoid the parkihgproblems and the extra
time it takes to•get to class each morning...
L111e right off campus, 11et enJ011 all the
benefits of campus ll11lng.

This space intentionally left blank.

1

1FREE 4 _oz. Bio/age Conditioning Balm orl
!FREE 10 oz. Bio/age Hairspay or
I
120% OFF entire 1st visit
I

Conveniently focated across the street from campus on 3rd
A venue South; Toe·building has off street parking, garages,
laundry facilities and cable TV. Available for summer ancVor
next school year.

Summer rent: under $100 per month
During school year: $170per month and up
This is not a party house and smokers need not apply! To see
for yourself, call for an appointment.
Call Bob at 251-8211
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Parking issue results in dam soluti<?n
by Uzard Breath
BROKE EDITOR
AND

Jolly N. Willing
STRESSED LIAR

The proposed new library is makirig
parking a real challenge for the upcoming
year.

Rip Uoffe, Dam, Buildings and Grounds
manager, intnxluccd a proposal last week
which will make hundreds of miles of
parking space available for PCSU students.

The proposal will open up a parking lot,
appropriately titled the Dam Loi., on the
Mississippi River for winter months.
Since winter is a year-round event in
Minnesota, the river is expected to be stable
for the majority of the school year, said Skye
Rainy, meteorologist with the college of

science.
"It just made sense," said Uoffe. "We had
talked in recent yeafS about bui lding a ramp
on th(; river's edge, but we were afraid the
land would eventually enxle, so the ramp and
all the cars would end up in the river. This
way, we bypass the extra step of building the
ramp."
1be new parking spaces will be available
ai ti,e end of ifus quarter, but at a higher rate
than existing parking pennits.
"After all," explained Uoffe, "the new
parking spaces will be closer to campus."
Special perks will be included in the cost
of the dam pennits. Included in the fee is
bussing from wherever the river may take the
car in the event of shifting ice flows.
"The bussing service will be a real bonus
for the year since ice flows can travel for
many miles downstream on the course of a
day, depending on water currents," said
Rainy.
Uoffe agreed, stating the bus service
would be a real money saver for students who
would otherwise have to hire a taxi to travel
along the river to locate their drifting cars.
There wi ll be no towing charge for
vehicles that float downstream. Also, due to
an increase in the clamp on campus, clamps
will be available to students probono to keep
cars from sliding or moving on the ice.
A rafne will be held each Spring to guess
which da!TI vehicle will be the first to break
through the ice. Raffle tickets will cost $5

Former photo guy

A new pafking opportunity at PCSU will make unsafe and inconvenient parking such as this unnecessary.
each, and the funds raised will be utilized to
defray a variety of costs, including Stupid
Government phone bills, UPB image
improvement and the .purchase of more
clamps.
1be dam student whose dam vehicle is the
first to break through the dam ice will receive
a gift certificate for a free oil and lube. The
dam student with the winning raffle ticket
will receive a free dam pennit, and thus an
opportunity to have the winning dam vehicle
the following year.
The idea for the raffle was taken from a
similar contest held each spring in Brainerd
on Gull Lake, 90 miles north of PSCU.
Contest originator, D.M. Witty, said the

annual downing of the car is looked forward
to by residents of the area as the first passage
of spring, much akin to the sighting of the
first robin.
"Yeh, sure, you betcha, da car sinking in
da bay out on Gull is one of da best fund
raisers we got here in Brainerd," said the
used ·car salesman. The contest started as
a sales gimmick for his local business under
the name Sink-A-Lemon. Its success
prompted PCSU to look at its fundraising
potential.
Useless PS officers will be issued ice
skates and trained in ice skating technique tq
patrol the lot. Ice skates will also be available
at the river's edge to transport students to and

from their vehicles. According to W.R.N.
Porkrind, UPS director, there will be rules
regarding ice skate use.
"Any ice skates found chained or tied to
trees will be fined. Ice skates are only allowed
in the dam ice skate racks," Porkrind said.
Uoffe said the proposal initially barred
dam parking during times when the ice could,
though unlikely, melt off the river. However,
a complaint registered by religious groups.on
campus reversed the decision so river parking
may be available for those who opt to walk on
water.
Contact Ripp 1:loffe at the Dam, Buildings
and Grounds office at 255-CASH to reserve a
dam parking spot on the river today.

Mich Furry heads to unemployment line
by Bad Nolastname
STAFF INFECTION

Today Mich Furry was fired
from his positon as head of
Unoccupational Services because
of the allegations that he actually
found a job for someone.
Goof Doobie canceled classes
again to hold another emergency
meeting in The Auditorium
Formerly Known as Stewed
to address this sensitive issue.
All students attended, but as
usual, most of the faculty skipped
and went to JB Deamers to
celebrate the cancellation of
classes.
"It was Mich Furry's job to
make sure that stoodents at PCSU
stay Unemployeed," said Goof
Doobie, president of PCSU.

"Anyone caught ancouraging E, W, uhh, E. Oh, hell. Show him enter the Unoccupational Services
student to find carear jobs and the brewery! Tap us some office. I'd do it again, they must
know we exist. Damn it.
quit boozing is against what beer. We wanna BEEEERRRR!"
PCSU stands for. We at PCSU
Although this is the first time . FREEEEEEDDDOOOMMMM !"
"Everyday, I wake up and think
will
not
tallorate
facutee the frat, Ate A Fly, agreed with
encurraging thinking, studeeing, Doobie, tensions were still high of all the wonderful opportunities
PCSU provides its
and the big no-no,
students to learn and
finding
a
real
develop. I have
job. Fonics werekcd
dedicated my life,
for
mee
and
my blood, my soul,
Mich Fury, as a
FREEEEEEDDDOOOMMMM!
in the relentless
faculty
member,
persuit to find a
should have known
Mich Furry
careers for PSCU
better."
FORMER DIRECTOR, LJNOCCUPATIONAL SERVICES
graduating students.
Over 40 students
I've
started
from the fraternity,
databases, student
Ate A Fly, protested
job fairs, websites, and .... and this
outside of the emergancy meeting about Furry's responsible actions.
At the meeting, furry was given is what I get!" Furry said.
with signs reading "Keep the P of
PCSU," while students chanted the chance to take back his actions. "You worthless, poor, jobless
"Down with Furry!" and they But he was hauled off the stage students. You sec where you'll get
attempted to shout, "Give me a B! yelling, "All I want to do is have without me. It's tough out there.
Give me an E, oops, Give me an R, one percent of the students actually Ha.Ha."

According to Furry's mother,
Mrs. Biggen Furry, Furry has
received an offer from Bishop
Bob's University. in Vacationville
because they actually have a chanc\!
for jobs. However, after the
meeting, he was taken to Wilmar
for treatment. He is currently
twitching in soLitary.
"We hope to hire some major
paniers like Jimi Hendrix, Janis
Joplin, John Belushi, Kurt Kobain,
and River Phoenix, but they haven't
applied yet," Doobie said.
"Otherwise, we will have to resort
to experienced faculty members
who know how to pany, like Manly
Boxer and Wine Ginquest."
Unoccupational Service will
no longer be open. But,
Doobie indicated the office of
USS will never again get someone
a job.

Wouldn't it be great to
get a computer for
graduation?
How about a Power Macintosh 4400 Series .••
Featuring a 'PowerPC 603e microprocessor
8x CD-ROM Drive
or maybe a Power Macintosh 6500 Series...
16MB RAM & 2.0GB Hard Drive
Featuring PowerPC 603e microprocessor
Multiple Scan I SAY Display
12x CD-ROM Drive
All that and more for $ I ,956
Built-in Iomega Zip Drive
Multiple Scan I 5AV Display
With packages starting at $ 2,255 up to $ 2,554

If you need a little extra cash
to swing the deal.
We have the Apple Loan Program.
An 8 year, low interest rate loan!
No prepayment penalty!
Deferment of principal payments while in school!
Get exactly what you want with a quick turn around time!
For more info - 1-800-APPLE-LN

or maybe a PowerBook is more your style.
Like the 1400 series.
Featuring PowerPC 603e microprocessor
8x CD-ROM Drive
11.3-in. (diagonal) color SVGA display
With systems starting at $ 2,237 up to $ 3,133

Computer Store - St. Cloud State University
Engineering Computing Center Room IO I
Monday thru Friday 8am - 4pm
(320) 255-4944
http://www-acs-store.stcloud.msus.edu/
ComputerStore@stcloud.msus.edu
Mastercard and Visa now accepted!

Mullen leaves PCSU to join the ·priesthood
Mullen's decision gets mixed reactions from his former teammates
by Scary Colons
MONGOLIAN MULE

Due to circumstances of a higher JX>wer,
super-sophomore Catt Mullen will no longer be
wearing a Husky hockey uniform.
"I've decided to tum in my hockey sweater for
the cloth," Mullen said. "I'm going to be a priest."
The decision shocked many Party Cloud State
University fans, who thought Mullen would be
around for at least one more year before
answering the call to the priesthood.
"I wish he could have stayed here longer, but
when .God 1alks, people usually listch," said
PCSU head coach Crag Dull. "Hopefully, ~e can
replace him, God willing."
Mullen led the Huskies in scoring over the past
two years, and many thought if he did not leave
for the priesthood, he would leave for the NHL
(New Testament Hockey League).
"(The NHL) was a possibility," Mullen said.
"But the Lorcl gave me an offer I couldn't refuse.
Even if it mcam leaving school."
The details of the contract were confidential,
but sources close to the Rag say the contract was
for three years, for $1.6 million. Also included
was a $700,000 signing bonus.
"What can you say, the Catholic faith is the
leading competition for the NHL," said
sophomore Mork Paris. 'That Pope has got some
~c~;~;,!d he's turning the priesthood i!)tO quite a
Mullen will play in the minors for the
Baltimore Bishops of the Old Testament Hockey
Association while going through the processes of
becoming a man of the cloth.
"We think it ,is in his best interest, if he ever
wants to play in the NHL" said Bishops' coach,
Father Moe Zantac. "He has to get stronger in his
faith, and the OHA is the place to do it."
MiddlegeeklwHAT ARE YOU snu DOING HERE
Mullen should be prepared for the move up to
the
NHL by the middle of next year, Zan tac said.
Former PCSU center Catt Mullen rushes off the ice so he will not be late for
his noon meeting with Ballim-ore Bishop head coach Father Moe Zantac. If Mullen makes it, he will play for the Anaheim

Mighty Doves, _who drafted Mullen in the fil"St
ro~nd of last year's NHL Sabbath Draft.
Mullen said he thought this was the best move
for him at this point in his career. The party image
at PCSU has corrupted him, and one thing that
lured him to the priest's offer was th~ celibacy, he
·said.
''After seeing the news about tli.at pany bust at
'Ate a Fly Fraternity, I had to cover my eyes and
get out of here," Mullen said. "It was like a
miracle. Just when I thought I couldn't take it here
anymore, this offer came from the priests like a
ray of light from heaven."
ReactiOns were mixed from the other Husky
players on the dcpanure of their budding star.
Many of the goaltenders and blueliners were in
defense of Mullen, while the forwards found it
offensive.
"I think it's great," goaltender Flyin Pizza said.
"Hell, I wouldn't tum down that money, even if it
meant becoming Catholic.'"
"It really doesn't seem like the sound decision
at this point," Paris said. "What the hell are we
going to do without our leading scorer? I know
it's God calling, but for Christ's sake, what about
your teammates."
The departing seniors also had differing
opinions on Mullen leaving for the OHA.
"I would be lying if I said I didn't think of
doing the same thing," senior Spike O'Donncl
said. "And lying is a sin, I wouldn't want to do
that. It's a five minute major.''
Forward Shave Parasite thollJ?ht differently on
the OHA. The slapshot anist does' not think the
priesthood is all it's cracked up to be.
"What a bunch of shit," Parasite said. "Priests
can't play hockey and there are too many
penalties handed out in that league. Mullen should
have stayed put and been a drunkard like the rest
ofus."
The Huskies return players ·like Paris and
Pizza next season to soften the blow our creator
has bestowed on PCSU.

Bon Byrant stays put after team heads to Wisconsin
by Throbbing Pants
LED ZEPPELIN THIRD STRING

First it was head coach Beef Ramen, next
it was SOphomore guard John Bon Byrant,
now it is the Party Cloud State University
men's basketball team that has decided to
transfer schools.
New interim head coach Keggin Bagels
has said the hell with everyone switching
schools and has decided to transfer the
entire team to the University of
Wisconsin.
Bagels said the move not only was a move
to bring the program to Division I, but this
way he can reunite his teammates with
Bon Byrant.
"I figured, this way, the team will still have
Bon Byrant as their teammate," Bagels said.
'The best part of the whole orcleal is we
don't have to change the colors of our
uniforms."
Once Bon Byrant was informed that
PCSU would be transferring to Wisconsin, he
was in shock and said he will be transferring
back to PCSU immediately.
"I don't 15elieve it," Bon Byrant said. "I
left for one reason and now they gave
me a reason to come back to PCSU."
Even though PCSU will not have a men's
b?.5ketball team for Bon Byrant to play on,

Thanks for nothing PCSU. That's really going to
do a lot for nry career. Why don't you kick my dog
whil.e you are still here.
FORMER

Shine Pooping
PCSU MEN'S BASKETBALL CENTER

he said he will try his luck in another
S(X>rt.

"I was all-conference in baseball when I
was in high school," Bon Byrant said.
"Seeing how shitty the baseball team was this
year, I thought I w9uld try out for the team
next season.''
As for the rest of the team, the Huskies
will begin next season practicing with the
Baggers as a farm program.
The system will work like a professional
organization, in that a player can be called up
or down from the varsity to the junior varsity
level throughout the season.
Bagels will be interim head coach for the
junior varsity team and Bagger head coach

Bick Dennett will remain head coach for the
varsity team.
Dennett said he is pleased he will have a
deeper bench to work with next season and
should challenge them for the top spot in the
conference with the University of
Minnesnowta Golden Chokers.
"I especially like the players they have that
are Wisconsin natives," Dennett said. ''I'll
make sure they get the opportunity to play on
the big team."
While the Husky players are thrilled they
have an opportunity to play Division I
basketball, many of the former Huskies are
not as thrilled with the decision to transfer
toaD-1 school.

"I play basketball here for five years and
now they db::ide to switch," said senior and
former center Shine Pooping. 'Thanks for
nothing PCSU. That's really going to do a lot
for my career. Why don't you kick my dog
while you are still here.''
, Wisconsin native and senior center Jin
Shinzman said he is thrilled to get the
opportunity to play for coach Dennett at
UofW.
· "(Dennett) called me up the other day and
bought me dinner," Shinzman said. "He also
gave me $200 worth of cheese."
Even though Dennett and Hinzman's acts
were in violation of NCAA rule 1,000,002
section 456 Shinzman said he didn't
care.
"Why can't we all just get along?"
Shinzman said.
PCSU senior point guard Seen Witlick,
who transferred to PCSU from the U of
Minnesnowta as a freshman said he will
be happy to kick- the Golden Chokers
asses.
"I'm from Michigan anyways, so I never
got into Golden Choker basketball," Witlick
said. "Remember, I transferred from there for

a reason."
The Baggers will play an exhibition game
this fall against the Chokers at Hellandback
Hall.
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Reno Paris gets nailed
for joyride on zamboni

..

by Scary Colons
FAN OF UND's NICKNAME

For a Party Cloud State
University hockey player, a joyride
turned into a suspension for a game.
Defenseman Reno Paris was
pulled over Wednesday on Ninth
Avenue driving a zamboni stolen
from National Hockey Place.
"I was framed," Paris said. 'The
cop knew it was stolen so she pulled
me over. I wasn't even speeding!"
The zamboni had been missing
.for four hours, after one of the
zamboni drivers reported it missing.
Assistant Husky hockey coach
Dom Zerratorre was immediately
assigned to the case.
'The presjdent of the university
· called me and told me that I had to
find him," Zerratorrc said. 'That
pissed me off; I was in the middle of
a sandwich."
Zerratorre called the police and
told them of the missing icesweeper. According to police
records, the police laughed, and told
Zerratorre to sober up. According to
Zerratorre, he was angered by the
accusation· and the assistant coach
decided to call some real law
ScottyfPHaro SON# 2
enforcement, University Pubic
Safety'.
PCSU defenseman Reno Paris gets caught by Rag
"No one was listening to me at
photographers, after taking one of the National Hockey Place's
the cop shop, so I called UPS,"
zamboni's for a quick spin.
Zerratorrc said. "I know all sorts of

I was just leaving practice,and the

thing was sitting there, waitingfor me
to use it.
·
Reno Paris
PCSU HOCKEY DEFENSEMAN
things like bottles Of alcohol,
marijuana and crack pipes get into
the NHP, so I fi gured they could
find something that got ouL"
According to UPS records, all
but one cadet was too busy learning
how to look and act like a Nazi, so
they sent her out on the case.
Elsa Schultz, UPS member and
SS stormtrooper, found Paris
driving down Ninth Avenue toward
J.B. Deamers.
"When I pulled (Paris) over, he
said he just wanted to drop in for
some 45-cent taps," Schultz said,
but asked to remain nameless. "I
didn't see any harm so we dropped
in for a few and I'm not even 2.J.
He's a really nice guy, we're going
out this weekend."
The case is still being looked
into by the PCSU athletic
department, but Paris said he was a

victim of circumstance .
"I was just leaving practice and
the thing was sitting there, waiting
for me to use il," Paris said.
"Whoever the owner was shouldn't
have left it in the parking space it
sits everyday. Obviously someone
was going to catch on that it was
always there."
Zerratorre said the coaching
staff suspended Paris for one game,
and forced him to wear c!Qthes
bearing the mascot of arch-rival
University of Minnesnowta, the
Golden Chokers.
Schultz returned the zamboni
safely back to the NHP, and ironed
out
the
misunderstanding.
However, Schultz's squad car has
been missing since the Paris case
has been resolved. If anyone has
any details, call UPS at 255-NAZI.

f can't
Summer plans got you excited, but - ,
find the money to pay for it all? What are you looking at?
Sell Your Body to Science!
Just come in, sign a few papers and get your
money.
No physicals to take and no
confusing contracts to wade through before
signing. Just give us the right to your body and
get some badly needed spending money!
Call 555-Body for the location nearest you.
Ownershipchangeshandsimmediatelyaftersl@llngcontract.

~
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"loaks.lik_eth~ real world,
.. ·It feels like the ·rea, World i
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STUDENTS:
I
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coupon in and
receive $6 off I I
~
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MEDICINE
CLINIC

D.M. Van Nostrand, M.D.
4180 Thielman Lane--Suite
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. [!t) an internship,

· \Unreal, .----.:.
Call for more information on this unbelievable opportunity.
For information
call

North~tern
Mutual Ute·
The Quiet Company '

.

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

:11

I

I ----------I internship~~·
EARN TRAVEL ~i
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OEE:Councilo■ lnttrnatiorlal
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Carolina star quarterback
fueds with PCSU track star
by Throbbing Pants
DAKID

O(t#fili·i\l}liltlit•4444,i•.
To buy or sell used Resnet
equipment, visit the Resnet Used
NIC Marketplace on the W,eb:

Last October, Party Cloud State

University track star Scary Colons
made his National Football League
debut, but nobody was aware of it
except for usual Carolina Panthers
starting quarteback Kerry Collins.
Colons, a distance runner on the

http:i/www.stcloud.msus.edu/resnet/nicsale/nicsalepage.html

Summer ResNet Users

PCSU track and field team and

If you are living on campus this
summer, email or phone us as soon
as you know your new room
number.

former Jocks editor of The Rag,
said the experience of starting as a

quarterback in the NA.. wasn't all it
was cracked up to be.
"I thought it would be the

coolest thing, especially since
nobody even noticed the switch,''
Colons said. 'The entire experience
· really sucked. I got drilled twice in

Returning ResNet users

the sweet spot and I wasn't wearing
a nut cup, plus I had to answer to

When you return in the fall,
reconnecting to Resnet will be
quick and easy! Watch your mail
for details.

them damn reporters afterwards. It
sucked."

Collins, helped lead the Panthers
into the playoffs last season and

said he was gracious enough to give
Colons an opportunity to be like
him.
''The kid called me ever since I
was a freshman at Penn State,"
Collins said. "He said if I ever get
an opportunity to play in the NFL,
that he wanted just one chance to
play as me. Well, he got it and now
he's complaining. What a loser."
Collins has a clause in his
contract that says he will not be
paid for any game he misses.
Currently,
Collins
makes
approximately $7,500 a game for
the Panthers.
''l don't understand what he is
complaining about," Colons said.
"Since nobody recognized the
switch, he sat out the entire game
and got paid for it. I want at least
half of the $7,500."
The fortunate thing for Colons
was he didn't get hurt during the
game, In spite of awful numbers.
Colons was 11 for 40 for 32
passing
yards
and
four
interceptions. He did manage to
rush for 223 yards, a new Panthers
record.
Colons said it wasn't his fault
the Panthers lost that game 33-0 to
the Dallas Cowboys.
"I'm a trackster, so I ran,"
Colons said. "When I did throw the
ball, our · receivers fell asleep. It's
not my fault that team sucks."
When asked what it was like to

· Page 11
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Questions? Call us! 255-4762
Email: Resnet@condor.stcloud.msus.edu

www.stcloud.msus.edu/resnet/
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PCSU trackster Scary Colons gives a piece of his mind when
confronted wiih the media regarding the alleged incident

involving Carolina Panthers quarterback Kerry Collins.
play opposite of pro-bowl
quarterback Troy Aikman, Colons
said it was horriablc.
"That guy came up to ·me after
the game and asked me for my
phone number," Colons said. "I got
sick and tired of guys continually
aiming for my junk and linemen
patting me on my butt."
Carolina Panthers head coach
Don Capers, who was unaware of
the quarterback switch, said he
didn't know what to think of his
starting quarterbacks pcrfonnance.
"I've never seen (Collins) run
like that before," Capers said. "He
definitely looked like a different
man out there today."
During the post-game press
conference, Collins stood at the
microphone in an attempt to avoid

the confusion.
Collins told the media that he
just didn't have his stuff out there.
'The passing game was nonexistant," Collins said. "I don't
know what happened out there
today, but whatever happened will
not happen again."
When an anonymous reporter
wearing a PCSU track and field
coat asked Collins about the
running game, Collins said he had
no comment on the issue.
To this day, Colons said nobody
in Charlotte, N.C. has ever found
out- about the switch, but he is glad
he is not playing in the NFL.
"I'm just happy that I had a
chance to fool the world," Colons
said. ''That was my entire goal in
the first place."

Call for more information on this unbelievable opportunity.
Tl£ SrORMS AGll.l'.:Y

fHf HWl?UNG AGfl,l'.:Y

Minneapolis 6121343-2500

St.Cloud3zat251-6711

'

Tflf McTGU[ AGENCY
[deaPrnirie 6121941-7557

Northwes_fern

Mi.ituaflffe•

The Quiet Company•

Want to be on The Rag?
Positions Available: The Third-Rate Tabloid Rag
• Walk-ins welcome
• No experience necessary
• Will have to train yourself
For more information or to take a position, come down
to Stewed Hall room 13 and try to figure out what you
need. You may have to fight someone for a position if
anyone else actually wants it.
No phone calls, please! There will be absolutely no
one here to answer the phone until a new staff can be
assembled from current Party Cloud State students.
Notice: This is a parody ad. This is not a real adn::rti:--cmcnt !

NOW
HIRING
IN THE
TWIN
CITIES

· !Akeside
~1::-:
~-.. ...
~

HOUSEPAtNTERS

Great Full-time Summer
Job Opportunities
• Crew managers & painters needed
• Excellent pay & incentives
• Four day work week
• No experience necessary & paid training
• Year round employment opportunities

(612) 942-9709
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Stay 'cool' this
summer with a
.new ap~µientl

Sign your 1997-98'
school year lease before
May 31st & get $90 off
your first month's rent!

1'he

Harton Hlll/ONEOF MANY PHaro SHars OF BRANDY-MMnNf

We didn't write a story for Brandy Martini, but since he was well deserving, here is a picture.

RQX

Thanksyou
·for a SAFE and
GREAT

school year!
Look fot summer
drink Speci_als !
Check out the new menu of
Smoke Pit Barbeque Chicken and Ribs
from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. Wed. thru Sat.

······································

al

uterLirnit
Video Arcade

· NBAJAM
• lc'UN & GUN

•
•
•
•

lc'EVOLU'flON X
l<'ILLE!c' INS'flNC'f
Vllc''fUAL f'IGH'fE!c'
MOie', AL l<'OMBAflt

Located a t Cross roads
Cente r
DIVl:SOl:N ST. IS
CONSTRUCTION FREE.

C'( c..r r\1

Still can't bring 'em 1n
Another barren, empty house for UPB, with assumed sure thing Aerosmith and stripping dancers
by Kitty Wannaplay

show on .campus," said Girl. "In for a few more numbers. They also
fact, we've had a lot of ·signed autographs for the faculty
compl!ments about our open, and students that came charging
The Un-Popular Board brought educational
and
diverse through enrotite to Old Man Zepp's
yet another show to PCSU in programming."
Big Sub and Hard-On's.
another futile attmpt to entice
While Aerosmith performed
Not all was pleasant, though.
students to take part in campus- inside, quite a controversy brewed _One angry student confronted the
sponsored activities.
outside. A group of students eager band and UPB members about her
For one long and lonely set, to use the Quany computers fore- inability to stuay in the Quarry
legendary rock band Aerosmith mail, which are shut off during while the band performed. She was
rocked the Quarry Pub - PCSU's performances, staged a protest.
calmed, though, with two free
eternally dry bar - as part of the
"Man, this always happens:" tickets to the next UPB event, I
Tuesday night Spotlight Series.
said julllor and protestor Lewis "Dr. Ruth's Very Personal
As a speciaAiEeat
UPB booked "biiieyr.abbit" Jonesai:''TeE're WorrkshoJ>."
t:t
0
''Bare Buns,"
. g
.
d i ~t,,!'~ vort .
,rc:o,F
person we know
dance review o
e
c · ztiitltl «llits--i\.
i . wi
~ ~ re be showing up!"
pun,pedl before, d, ·
Damn that Rag. They started this."
exclaimed_Jsmineman happily.
Aeros~o·
,::i n ] ,!i<><,iile~l il,..tl_, (Ibo n ~VJtii:>>'i'i'l'i event o,er, the
"We ½,«dted.
m6re ~ ~n~-U '1-~-th'H'i!ei...alv J.Un-1>~.Aal-13d:td- is beginning to
attendance and strike up some real audience of three gathered to listen measure and question its success.
sc!!Po!spirit,"saido~eofthe:J!>ad's~. +~~ J1 n o ?
"Westru.tedouttheyearslow,"
coordinators.,AddaGtrl.
TJ:te\,.fecJrdv.itte !d~.cl~\ie Girl commented. ''But I think the
The rock band attracted
or UPB hope for future events. ·
school is really beginning to band
three curious onlookers rushing
"Next week we'll be hosting a together."
towards the Meat Market and it Grateful Dead reunion, and I have
Ismineman and Girl also noted
turned out there was one or two high hopes of getting seven, maybe UPB is working to bring Richard
devoted fans from the downtown even eight, peoQle to show up.,'' said Simmons to speak on campus.
- ...hwocl.iCeAe: Even the.computer UPB director, Jessie Ismineman.
Possibly as part of Unnatural High
geeks _who seem to .QC growing
She said ~B will offer a few Day.'
from the boo th s in the Quany Pub added bonuses for the next
"Yeah, Dick brings his · own
looked up and smiled.
performance. They will allow the audience. We'll be setting new
"Yeah, Aerosmith rocks," said computers to be left on so people records and goals for the next
!Ith-year senior- Woody Hummer. can e-mail while listen_ing to the board." wrote UPB graduate
"I had no idea they'd be playing band and will also be handing out assistant. Biff Whackster. "Besides,
tolllght, or else I would have done free Grateful Dead souvenjers, to Dick is a lot of fun - I saw him a
my homework earlier. I was just the first 50 people. and connecting couple years ago and we partied all
staring at the screen on my interested students with high night after his speech. He really
computer and thought I heard some quality discount marijuana
knows how to sweat to those
noise. When they shut off my
After a 45 minute performance, ~ol_di_
es_."_ _ _ _ _ __
PURRING WITH DELIGHT

y

=--

i~~;1~;~k::,: :.,rel~'~:,~ ~~::i;;,fE£I: ~~:':~~ ;~~!~ ::~~•h;;~;.f.:
0

Toe -band opened with. th e old·
"I couldn't believe the level of· Spotlight. Woody said later,
sta nd by "Love on an Elevator" excitement at PCSU," said lead with a great deal of excitement
;;~e th e dancers petfoJlTIOO on the singer Steven Tyler.
that his homework got done in
"Fortunately, we haven't had
any complaints about having a strip

fl

The exotic dancers gyrated,
tluuSl and bared moS t everything

time for class the
despite the noise.

next day, Pholomo"f)OrroM DWELLER

.
,n
bolt of pleasure
the mouth
A risqu{ recipe for your poetic gratification
by Sensual sweet and Jungle Butt
TH~ CAPTAIN'S GIRLS

Be sure to pick only the best of your chums,

Then introduce the whipped topping to the old
·Captain's rum,
Now stroke and stroke, moving like you're on

Amgh, matey! The one-eyed pirate you've all come to
know and love is back and he's brought a little surprise
with him.
_
.
Yes, the Jong-awaited, creamy cake recipe release
has come. So here it goes:

fire.
Set it aside, once you start to perspire.
As the Captain's cte co~'.' from,,~ven's hot

Sprtnkle the sur~@&\;;y droplets of .

When at first you desire the Captain's touch,
Buy a cake mix, it won't take much.

C ~ iijQ2,.Y!~s~'iliegroup's

Stir up the ingredients until liquified,

Taste for no chunks - the lips will not lie.
A lubricated pan waits - it needs to be

filled,
Guide your moist batter in - make sure none is

spilled.
_- Plunge the cake deep into your stove,
Cook as long as the Captain remains in the

Hoolia Plwtcbilchl DOMTNATES mE PHOTOWORW

'

·hold.
Watch the cake swell until warmth radiates
In the meantime fill your house with some
randy mates,

.Jlti~.
'f{t\m'~our
pussycat will be
\.
purnng.

As you

Now, find a friend who doesn't mind
sharing,

And give him a piece.

vvnara you uu1

rm Still not telling you.

LETS W 1Vtseamer's

Oh, oh, oh, oh,oh. The right stuff
NKOTB hangs tough as "We'll Never Die" Tour kicks off in the Querey Pub
by Jungle Butt

"Yeah, we're so hyped, word up," said

. all of my NKOTB paraphenalia.

Just !~:l~:::r::Dw~~:::::, mste ~~~K:]~:;rit~:::I~~ pridi~~J~g-:;!;~u~i~:.:~se~;,cr
~~~~. :~as;~:~~~:'ct ~
d;::
hard
NKOTB
~ay •

in music thought all hope was lost, the long
0

~he

NKOTB, greatest hit album has come to fill

'no way man, that rocks

core!"'
It moSl certainly will

h=l~~7~ !;
1

the void.
The quadruple cd set, affectionately titled

::: 3
half-way decent bands

i!:1o?e!a~:t~:~:
who never gave up, yesterday with the
official release.
NKOTB will kick off their world tour,

graced our lush campus.
hav!V::c~:~tl:yey

~~:s,

J~r =~~~

;:~·11 Never Die," with a stop in the Query

..

frrritb Texas Accent'\
l "''

-.,I

Really, I'm not drunk
I'm just buzzing hard

~:t;:,:~:!.~ ~~I

core.
A.K.~l.i~IMEE

. ::p:t W~1~~~::;.~nof

~!;!~~:!:~: ;: ;~1:i:![~,;i
When these guys get together ijle

decorative

beliefs characterized by the intensely deep

sheets 00
my bed. my New

~~~cf~rw:~~.a~i~~-i-~.n:et::J:~y caJI
to the someone he will never know. The

notebooks, folders,

nameless, faceless girl ~ho loves
~:~~nditionally and is finally getting he~

::r::~~!dt
love for the band,
my autographed
show tickets, my

It is hard to explain the amount of
intelligence NKOTB conveys. All this and
stunning good looks to boot I never thought
it possible to find a man, let alone a Whole

~j~~~~Y

~:1:gs1:1:~~d

!~~~

r:~; !;~g!~'

had both the brains and

A bonus to the show is the surprise
appearance of Vanilla Ice, former rapping
phenom, who will be opening for NKOTB.

the midst of a virgin
- - - - - - - - - - - ~C::!:tn IT!-Y
clover patch.
reminded me daily of my favorite group of
The new album starts off with everyone's talented musicians.

This is what makes NKTOB special. Not
since Milli Vanilli has there been such a
powerhouse of aptitude.

~~a;l1\~t~~~~~~:..r::c~i~!:ed a
welcomed overdose of critical a:cclaim this

fav:;t:~:si:i:~:~Th'1::g:ltl~::~~

As the opening of the song began, I was
transpofte d to th at happy place where lhe

Tue~:;~~;;i~f~!nr!fi-~;~~y Pub on
committee's program, which brings bands

~:~;i~;1i~~~~7e\~t :~~~~fd;~ite
my bliss.

to the Querey for free shows.
These are your student activity fees at
work and its about time you saw some
benefits. If you only come out of your hole
only once this year do it on Tuesday, right
after you go out and buy the new
album!

~~ ~:~;

:a~~~i::~ti

0

winter.

1:

c;<,l

f~~~\!p;

it.~

NKOTB has always been known for their
incredible musical talent. Believe it or not,
they have no training what-so-ever in music
or songwriting, and none have ever;aken
voice lessons.

~\t\\\

\,\\\'\it'-''
~~
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cz.t,1S e
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FOR GROUPS AND INTRAMURAL TEAMS a:

T-SHIRT, SWEATSHIRT, AND JACKETS

::>

WITH A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUIP.

C,

2018 8th St. N. St. Cloud
PHONE (320) 252-2600

tD

::>

a:

"Truckload for College" Sale
Rawman .............................
Go 'N Wet Macaroni ...........
Pop's Tarts ........................
Party Pizzazz .....................
Purge .................................

1,000 for $0.99
100 for $0.99
10 for $0.99
5 for $0.99
1 case for $0.99

Notice: This is an ad Parody!. This is not a real ad!

Don't Miss KRAK's
New Format
Celebration!
Saturday, May 17 at the

Black Tarpit.
Four great musicians starting at 7:30 p.m.
• Reba McEntire • Garth Brooks
• Clint Black
• Shania Twain
Free earplugs given to the first 50 .people.
Free .Appetizers-Make your own, take 'em home!
r

All Captain Morgan drinks - a dime.
Good tap beer, all you can drink - $1
Premium Beer - we pay you.
Many more drink specials.

Get smashed one last time before finals!
Notice: This is a parody ad. This is not a real advertisement.
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trs my birthday!

Big Papa gorged at Grody- be said its good
Big Papa

this experience.
There's nothing
like , it in Party
Cloud
or
Deadwood.

But that is not a
downfall. It is actually a
positive. How many
Not often is a fire in your place ofbusines.s
times have you stared at
considered a positive. However, ARIPoff
a menu trying to decide
Food Service has taken the burned-out shell
if you wanted' your
of Grody Commons and made it jllst that
steak medium-rare or
Last Saturday, Grody employees and
well done, or if you
university officials were forced to sit
wanted the broiled or
Because
of
helplessly and watch PCSU's beloved FDA and other
blackened salmon?
cafeteria go up in flames. That is when the safety regulations, .;
I didn't think too
idea crune. Grody's Barbecue Bayou.
long though - mostly
servers are uoable :,r
After an amazingly quick metamorphosis, to
because
I
was
attend
to ·~
Grody's Barbecue Bayou opened Saturday customers -at their Winged woman/Mr ROOMMATE
concerned and curious
afternoon. They had a fresh look and made tables. Does that "Yummy," said Big Papa.
about the screams in the
promises. of leaving customers "filled to the mean that Grody's
back and the chopping,
crust." Suspiciously, though, it happened Barbecue Bayou' has subpar service? 6n the thudding noises I kept hearing. Again, this
aJmost immediately after the raging blaze contrary.
only added to the burning building ·
was brought under control.
A host or hostess meets each.dining party atmosphere.
Still, many area citizens question whether a safe distance from the building. They then,
However, at Grody's Barbecue Bayou that
or not the most exquisite eating establishment armed with a extinguisher, take you to your is not a concern. The food is served one way
in the city can be improved. I think those seat where the "fun" begins. Customers place - love it or leave it. This scribe loved it . The
concerned citizens need not worry. The best their order by sending a smoke signal. The taste of ashes and fuel was a little too realistic,
can get better.
food is delivered by one of the firefighcers but hey, the meat was just right. Not too
only a few moments later (they must have c_hewy. Not at all fatty.
one "Hell" of a hot grill).
Th.is was great only because I was really
This used to be one of Grody's weakest hungry. Another nice thing was how a
points.
fireman passed by every few minutes- either
Grody's is not anywhere near the most
Not no more. The Barbecue Bayou makes with a hose or an unconscious person. They
expensive restaurant in town if you are
you feel like you are sitting in the middle of constantly refilled my water glass with the
talking about the monetary value of the meal.
the desert at the right hand of Lucifer.
cold hose water and I got as many different It was cheap and all you can eat - plus, the
I think the flames busting out of the · entrees as I wanted (Grody is all you can nice fireman carried me to my car after my
woodwork might frighten some of the little eat.).
.
dinner was over.
ones. At the same time, the constant to-andBelieve me when I say you'll be "full to
But any individual considering dining at
fro running of firefighters will give them the crust" and happy.
Grody's should check on their health
something to watch. A birthday suit is the
insurance and update their life insurance
recommended attire because of the hot, hot
policy.
climate. I chose to don lighter materials.
ARIPoff's director, the Noid, also
I definitely recommend it for a first date
Grody's Barbecue Bayou offers a wide mentioned children or people with sensitive
because all through dinner, I had a piece of selection of well-done meats and runny, skin easily susceptible to heat rash or other
meat caught in my teeth and my dining mysterious side dishes (this was nothing, fonns of skin chafing probably should be left
companion couldn'.t tell. Also, the though, compared to a Happy Chef omelet). at home. I found it interesting tliat the
awkardness was alleviated because.we could However, because of the Cajun cooking style employees wore protective hairnets and
barely talk lhrrn\gJl the,poise~and smok~______all..,oLthe,.dishe£.,are..prep~ the same - rubber gear over all sensitive spots for just
GLUTTON

Service

Atmosphere

Price

Variety

~till, 1'MJ111i~&l'\iiru/,1isilarl<Fa1,e"1iioo- chaned.

1bi...vea<;0

A couple looking for a romantic fire.side
table can expect to ·pay around $15 dollars for
a meal - if- they have health insurance.
However. this is another awkward first date
moment. Do you get a joint policy or go
dutch? It was way too early in the evening for
that decision. It sets up the rest of your night,
let me teU you.
' ·
If you are unable to provide proof of
insurance at the restawant, the meals are
slightly more expensive (liability reasons) .
and you are forced to sign a waiver.

Cleanliness
It is hard to criticize the cleanliness of a
restaurant of this type. Who is to decide if
smoldering timbers and charred remains of
lifeles.$ bodies is filthy. I would say it is not
It is all part of the. motif they are trying to
create. Still, it took a lot ofz.est and scrubbing
to get the black grime off of my body when I
got home.

Overall
Grody's Barbfple Bayou is the~ eating
option for the students of PCSU. Despite the
greasy rags and burned out atmosphere. the
cafeteria mystique remains. Who knows what
was on my plate?
They did good by getting rid of the old
style cafeteria, and getting with a new style
that all members of the community can
appreciatC. I really enjoyed that first bite of
every new dish. The adrenaline rush was
amazing. I've never been so scared and
stimulated in my life..
The price is right and the food is good.
And the excitement of eating iffiide a burning
building is a feeling words just cannot
describe.
I recommend everybody 1ry a meal at
Grody's. I promise, if you live.. yOU won't be
disappointed.

C
Sell your used a

oks tot

SCSU Boo

ore

on campus.
Be eligible for prizes for books totaling ~ ' : :

\

- ~--

.,,...,
• ~ • or more.

Extended· •Hours:
May 14-15 7:45 a.m.-6 p.m.

I•-__-__

:¥

May 19-22 7:45 a.m.-6 p.m.

-~---··

l

Prizes donated by:

SCSU Bookstore, Perkins, Wal-Mart, Alby's, Burger King, Sam Goody,
Electric Fetus, Cash Wise, Bo Diddley's, Frito-Lay, Granite City Jobbing,
Great Clips, Waldo's Pizz.a, Lilde Caesats, The Buckle, Hardee's
Scheels Sport Shop, Tropi Tan and Bernick's Pepsi.

-------'
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SIGNE
PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS

Stupid people
are everywhere,
there is no way
to avoid them
We've all encountered them. We've all had to deal with them.
We've all wished they would go away and leave us alone.
But they don't go away, do they? At least they don't go aWay
for long. There's always another stupid person waiting to make
some special contribution to our lives.
One group of stupid people which this city seems to have in
abundance are those who seem to think headlights on vehicles
serve no useful purpose. These people weave around the city
thinking street lights provide quite enough illumination, thank
you very much. If you flash your lights at them, they react like
you are some sort of maniac, and glare at you as they drive past.
More specifically, we at The Rag deal with all kinds of
stupid people. It's part of our job. Not by choice, mind you.
One type is the "vague" stupid person. This type of person
will call us on the phone and ask in a confident voice: "When is
the event tonight?" Apparently some people have special
telephones which transmit a person's thoughts as well as their
speech, because they react with great confusion when we ask
them to be more specific.
Another variation on the stupid person theme is the
"demanding" stupid person. This variety will either call us or
stride purposefully into the office one hour before we send the
newspaper to the printer, shove a 10-page paper at an editor and
declare: "I want you to run this article in this issue." We have
standard responses to this: We decide what goes in the paper,
and we decide much sooner than one hour before the paper goes
out the door. We are (of course) much more polite about it, even
though we envision the person's death as we reply.
But the best are those who send us vague, rambling letters
complaining about poor quality stories and unprofessionalism. in
the form of a sem-literate 400-word paragraph making only a
cursory attempt at proper English grammar and punctuation. It's
even better when they misspell the paper's name.
·
We simply do what most people do - grit our teeth and bear
it. Until they loosen the restraints on murder, what can we do?
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I hosted a dorm orgy
Any and all men and alcohol welcomed
Bodies, bared and beaded
Hall Director again? Will my
'"What ~3S -iliaillOise/'1\e
with perspiration. A warm
friends have to go home?
says.
breath tickJes my neck, like
The night supervisor looks
I begin to think of ways to
steam painting a cool window down his freckled nose at me. dodge his probing,
He's got a Sprite in
unwelcome questions. A
pane.
P,...11 at once, lips,
his hand and three
million reasons orbit my
moist and soft,
more sodas in his
mind, finally one bufSts
pocket. He's also
through.
pummel and pepper
a trail across my hip,
nawing on a King
"Uh ... my roommate just
my throat, my neck,
Size Milky Way and fell out of bed."
my back. A chorus of
balancing some
It sounded very lame, but I
Cheetos with his
had to tell him something.
fingers explore
ring-finger and
But now I can confess my
generally untrodden
paths.
pinky.
deepest sins to you, my
He starts to pull out his pad 1 readers.
·
The bed creaks and moans
Maybe I like it when you
with the load of nine or ten of to make the report.
my closest friends,
I am wearing nothing but a read me like voyeurs. Do you
roommates, and co-workers.
blanket.
like to watch me? Hmmmm?
As we heave and move in
"Uh, excuse me," he drones
I love to tell you, to paint
sync like a pumping train
in a nasal .tone.
you a scene. I
wheel, the bolts on my
"Yes," I try to
~
want you to be
wooden loft give way.
smile away the
shocked. I know
The crash and the screams
obvious, blazing
you all think I'm
hurdle through the building
lip trails all over
naughty because
my throat.
Maybe I like it of my sensual
like a stumbling giant.
Seconds later...
Can he see
when you read language.
I hear the dreaded.
the different
You're right. I .
. marks? They
me like voyeurs. am.
Knock at the door... ·
"Night supe."
as different as
Do you like to
I want you to
"Oh shit," We collectively
watch me?
~,:.
groan in anything but ecstasy,
Hmmmm?
to come over, to
something more like wishes of freshly fallen
abandon.
snow.
- - - - - - - - experience the
I stand up...
Does he
truth of my life.
know?
I want you to know me,
The clock ticks...
More slowly...
"Is there alcohol in this
like you know no other Rag
Than new ketchup.
room?''
staff member.
"No," I reply.
When you do, you'll realize
I muster my courage and
open the door, wondering
I'm so relieved he doesn't
I'm lying to you right now.
what kind of violation they
know. I'm so happy he hasn't You read too much into this.
issue for this.
discovered our donnroom
Admit it, you liked it, you
Will I have to talk to the
orgy.
wanted it, you have to have it.
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The essence of
Bleauuhan
exciting catharsis
Have you ever leaned back in your chair after a hearty meal,
unbuttoned that top button of your pants and.just wanted to let
out a mighty groan, but didn't know what words should escape
your lips?
·
Or, you've just experienced a tremendously. uncomfortable
encounter with an "extinct" friend, and after passing him by you
have the uncontrollable urge to release an annoyed grunt, but
cannot muster up the proper response?
Well, I have the answer to your incomprehensible woe. Just
let it all hang out When you feel like
GROANING
Tommy La Sorde before Slim Fast, set free
FOR FUN
the caged bird called inhibition and simply
BLEAUUHHH! Don't confuse this ·
exclamation with the -mundane, blase and
boring BLAH - the self-gratification of a
low, deep, loud bleauuh is much more
intense.
The essence of bleauuh is incredibly
multi-purposeful and can add a bit of zest
to your otheiwise ritualistic, conservative,
politically correct life.
BYWHLYOU
If you are feeling anally retentive and
8cRA.TCHMYITCH
psychologically constrained by the
metaphorical tight-rope walk through life, and are searching for
a trampoline to use as a safety net, I implore you to unbuckle
that seat belt and blurt out a boisterous BLEAUUHHH!
By de1'nition, when I speak"ot"the essence of bleauuh," l
mean the aura that encompasses the sound, like firecrackers
shooting through a cloud-blanketed night. You don't expect
them to be set off and are astonished, yet amused by the earsplitting cacophony.
I was just recently introduced to the exhilarating essence of
bleauuh and its freeing capabilities, and I am utterly aghast that
I had not previously been aware of its availability. The very "idea
that bleauuh's existence has been an ever-present instrument for
me to manipulate in mitigating personal peevishness, or
expressing myself in an idiosyncratic manner leaves me in awe.
The greatest part about the essence of bleauuh is it's not a
fragrance found in any upscale department store in which you
can pay fortytwo dollars for a one-point-ti ve ounce bottle.
Although its name can be deceiving, it is not a perfume. This
philosophy is not found in any self-help book, either. In fact,
you can't even dial a 1-800 number to order a bleauuh.
So, you ask, how do I acquire it? The answer is, the essence
of bleauuh is found inside yourself. It is a free gift to all those
who are brave enough to step outside of their contstraints of
eloquence and allow the ignorant public to call them such
hideous names as the dreadful "weird."
Obtaining the ability to bleauuh has supplied me with a
liberating sensation of empowennent. No longer must I attend
seminar after worthless seminar in vain, searching for a proper
way to emote my exasperations in this angry world of bottledup feelings. No longer must I listen to feminists who urge me to
explore my womanhood and fight for the rights I've always
had. I already know that I am woman, hear me roar!
BLEAUUHHH!
'
The essence of bleauuh is spreading like a wildfire through
the ranchlands of Texas, catching on to every flammable object
in its reach, and I guarantee its flames won't simmer down to a
dim smolder as long as the emotion still burns the hearts of e3ch
ofus.
Come, join me in this cathartic social movement. Be my
fishers of men, become one of the twleve disciples of bleauuh.
Together we can revolutionize the world into a coalition of
bleauuhers who protest war and advocate peace, love and
cacophonous sounds. Take the first step: bundle up all that
deep-rooted frustration, suck in a huge, gasping balloon of air,
and unleash it in one big B~EAUUHHH!

The opinions expressed on this page
could never, ever possibly represent
the views of Untverstty Cbrontcle staff
in a million years.
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Lonely Doobie·breaks silence
after UPS bust of faculty orgy
Open letter to PCSU:
As you all know, I was busted
for hosting an off-campus party
last week.
I'll aclmit, my home reeked
o(_vomit and pot. Also, there
were other recreational drugs
crusted onto my countertops, and
my carpet is stained with spilled
drinks and a ring from the dirty,
grassy bottom of the keg. Yes,
there were faculty_members and
administrators strewn around my
living room furniture, and a
couple from one of the
departments caught making out
in the bushes, but this doesn't
mean I've done anything wrong.
Why should I be suspended

from my duties as PCSU's
president because I was behaving
like the students of this fine
institution?
I never signed a statement
saying I wouldn't host an offcampus party. That was the
power-hungry Wine GinQ.ucst's
idea. That jerk.
He's trying to get me out of
the picture so he can have it all...
not that he doesn't railroad me
into everything' else which has
been changed on this campus.
Do you know how lonely it is
at the top? I sit in my office
every day, staring out the
window, eating a meaty burger
from Hard-On's. Day in, day oil.t.

I sit there, I cat, l pet Boots, my
ceramic paper weight cat, .and
dream of the day when I'll be
invited to sit on some student's
lawn couch and guzzle beers
after beer after beer. ·
You don't know how lucky
you all are to have each other.
People need people. Wait until
you get into the real world. Just
wait. We'll see who's sharing
your beer then.
Oops. Gotta go, pizza boy is
here. Ta-ta.

Goof Doobie
PCSU President and
Bedwetter

Pissed off geek lets Rag
have it (Boy, are we scared)
<HTML>
<'TITLE>Right and Wrong<ITITLE>
<BODY BACKGROUND="#NEWSPRINT'
TEXT="#COMPLAINT'
LINK="#BBSRIOT'>
<!MG SRC="EDITORIAL CARTOON"
ALIGN=''TOP"
-AMUSEMENT_FACTOR="NULL">

~:t:rde

i}kier:;~!~~ ~Tf~i~e~we meet
organization and do fun things but that
doesn't happen very often because we fear
human interaction and anyway what I was
~(~~,f~~!~tt;l~r;

<BR>
<BR>
<BR>
<Hl>Rag editorial staff miffs geek<IHI>

Once again you have screwed u_e the paper
and this time I just don't know 1f I can
forgive you I mean the last time it happened

~~~~ ~!it~r ~(te~0l~~e~~S%ea~I 1b~~~d
them because I was just venting but now I
can't sit here any longer and so I bring
myself to write the best complaint letter I
could to you and l worked on this for a long
time and made sure i~ was right and .
expresses mr. anger nght so everyone on
your staff will know what it feels like to have
wrath brought upon them.

;i

-~~i~~ed0:

serious attitude about what you do!
<I'>
We deserve respect I mean we all sit in
Deadwood from open to close every day and

:~;~~~ ~~iPCsti

:as~J :i~

~~!f1~~f1e~di~~e~~~e~; 11n:dse~hi also
have no outside lives and you misspelled our
fearless leader's name in your paper and
even when we called to correct you on it you
still didn't change it and you need a more

f::;~i;~i~~\~~nch

~~ui\d1~~ ~oc~n~?be~~!e1~z~~~~1!e~i~~nded
~~~!lto~tfy~u when you can't even spell a

<I'>
Oh and you also screwed up his email
address 1t should have been this arul it
doesn't matter if there are two people on this
camP.us with almost the same exact name and
emai l address that's still no excuse to screw
jc~:r!~tl~
down and write this
<A
HREF="MAILTO:BITEME0I @TIGGER.ST
CLOUD.MS US.EDU">
bitemeOl@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu-<IA>
<P>
Get a clue. You piss me off.· You piss a lot
~eople off. Just piss off!

J~;~

~hi!~f~!~

tnt~tiflchytt</B><BR>
Computer Science

<I'>
<!HTML>

Co

The Rag discourages all readen when they want lo share their thoughts and feelings about
mpl anything al a1L Really we don't want lo know. Do you honestly think wt care?
aint
However if you must write tous make sure you send your grievances to The Rag, 13 Stewed Hall,
Poli St Cloud, MN 56301-4498 or e-mail them to: therag@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu. Maybe we'll read it,

cy maybe we won't It's anybody's guess. Please don't call 255-4086 if you have any questions.
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Housing
1'S AND 2'5 NEEDED
to fill four-bdrm. apts. and houses.
Heat pd., dishwasher, micro., NC.
Summer and fall. Maintained
buildings. EPM, 251-6005.

1, 2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer
lease. located on Campus Clipper
bus
route. Michigan
Place
Apartments. 654-8300.

1,2, 3 AND 4--BDRM. APTS.
a~ai!able summer only. Dishwasher,
micro., NC, free parking, campus
close. EPM, 251-6005.
1, 2, 3 AND 4--BDRM. APTS.
Great amenities, close in location.
Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.

1, 2, 3 AND 4--BDRM. APTS.
Summer discounted rents, June,
July and August. $260-$375. Low
security deposit 654--8300.

1 AND ONLY PLACE TO RENT
for fall 1997. $185/month. Includes
heat, water, garbage and basic
cable. Under new management.
Close to campus. Limited access
building. High Point Apartments.
259-9673.

Classifieds

1-BDRM. APT.
$260/month. June,,July and August.
SE side, parking, laundry. Call
Sharon, 654-8300.

1-BDRM. APT.
available summer or fall. 259-9434.
$$$ 1'4-BDRM. AP,TS.
-and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.

1-4-BDRM.APTJ
summer lease. $115/mo. includes
basic cable, D.W., /1/C, microwave.
Close to campus, shopping, bus line
and entertainment. Call today! 2599673.
1 OR 2-BDRM. APT.
available now. $420-$485/month.
Heat includes. On-site laundry,
located on campus bus line. 6548300.
.

. 1 STOP SHOPPING.
Variety of apartments. 1-4-bdrrn.
Cl~ to campus, bus line, parking,
on-site laundry. .Call Sharon, 6548300.
~, 3, and 4--BDRM.
apts. for summer only. 259-9434. ,

2-BDRM. APT. '$490/MONTH. .
Heat, water, garbage included, onsite laundry., located on bUS line.
654--8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
$280-$325.
_Summer . lease.
Volleyball court, picnic tables, onsite laundry. Call today, tiinited
· availability. 654-8300.
2-BDRM. *$275/MONTH.
3 month summer lease. Close to
·campus, on-site laundry. 654-8300.

Policies:
. De_adline_: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday etlition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Pnces: _Five (5) words per lme: $1 . Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issue.
'
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classifie? ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
·
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164
during normal business hours.
·
'
8-BDRM. HOUSE
for rent. Available summer and fall.
Heat paid, free parking, very nice!
Call Apartment Finders, 259-4040.

$110-$275/MONTH.
One-four-bdrm. · apts.
and
~~~~;s- Close to campus, /1/C.
$115/MONTH.
June, July, & August. A/C, D.W.,
~~~~f, mini-blinds, huge bath.
$185?
That's right! Only $185/month.
Individual lease •4-bdrm. apt.
Perteet for your group of 3 or 4. NC,
D.W., Microwaves, large bath,
modem kitchen. Close to campus!
Perfect for your 1997-98 housing
needs. 259-9673.
$185/MONTH • FALL '97.
Single room in al 4-bdrm. apt.
lnclUOes1ieat, water, garbage. Basic
cable included also!!! Call today •
259-9673.
$200 SECURITY DEPOSIT
will hold your apartment for fall! One,
two, three, and four-bdrm. apts.
available Jor fall. Most units have
basic utilities included. Off-street
parking, located on bus line. Rates
start at $270. Call today. 654--8300.

2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, tw~ three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284, 251-9418.

$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
two-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.
3-BDRM.,$300/MO.
. Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251Three-month summer lease. Low 9418.
security deposit, large rooms,
$300/MONTH+BDRM. APT.
located on tx.Js line. On-site laundry,
off-street
parking,
on-site Large apartment dose to campus.
management, one or two baths Three month summer lease. Close
to campus. 654-8300.
available. Call Sharon, 654-8300.

• Free studY r!)Qm dn Our 3
1

t;edroom apartments

• bltage~ and tud,'u~der'

iv'ailable
Other 4roenities Include;
•·On1&ite Ja~n<l~
• Controlled Cnfries

• Dishw8Sb'c{s.;~c~oWavts,
AlC;·and mini-pljn~s
0

$19\l# person on A BRM'i
·$249

~ri>c~:c)I) ons3 BRM;$

• - , • . -■i■■t.

,Also Renting for Sutnmer
Staning .it $} 25 :~r~l}ersoh

252-2000

3-BDRM.APT.
1 or 2 bath. $36D-$375. June, July
and August. A.G., on-site laundry.
654--8300.
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710 APTS.
Three-bdrm., $570. Nine month
lease. Electric Heat., free parking.
Dan, 255-9163.

3 MONTH SUMMER LEASE.
A/C FOR SUMMER!!
$115/month, June-August. NC, $115/mo. for June, July & August.
DW., microwave, mini-blinds. High Large rooms, modern kitchen
Point Apartments. 259-9673.
complete wittfD.W., microwave, lots
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:._ - of cabinets. 259-9673.
3 ROOMS AVAILABLE
AMENmES PLUS.
for fall. Large house on campus
located on 5th Ave. Off-street University North, two, three and
parking. All utiltties included. Still four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
have some summer vacancies. Call dishwashers, NC, one and a hall
240-3554.
.
. baths.,Riverside Property, 251-8284,
251-9418.
4--BDRM. APT.1$295/MONTH.
APTS.
June, July and August. Basic cable
included, microwave, rm, /1/C, mini- Room and efficiencies. Summer,
blinds. High Point Apartments, 259- $99 per month, fall, starting at $169
per month. Three and four-bdrm.
9673.
available. Select Properties, 2531154. Sign now and save.
4--BDRM.APT.
available fall. New carpet, fresh
ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
paint. 259-9434.
apts. Eight locations, close to
SCSU, heat paid, dishwashers,

Riverside Real Estate
presents

'Dre 'jinest in Student Housing
without spending a lot of green
Enjoy our superb locatl9ns; close to campus and
downtown! No need to drtve or bus! Just rent from us!

✓
✓
✓
✓

Reserved Parking
Dishwashers
Security
Utilities Paid

✓ Garages and Decks
✓ Air Conditioners
✓ Microwaves
✓ Laundry Facilities

1, 2, 3, 4 br, apts.
Single and Double RQoms
Not all properties have all the above" amenities

229 Fifth Ave. S. Next to Klnkos

25~-828,j

_garages,-Excel..-Erop.-Mgmt.-25:l-microwaves, sec~rity. Heat paid.
6005.
• •. · --1
,,.. '·
~ Results, 253-09.10~ ..J~_,_1--

AVAILABLE 611.
Large three-bdrm. near downtown.
Hardwood floors, very quiet.
$865/month. Includes heat, electric,
parking, one year lease. References
required. For appt., 259-4039.
AVAILABLE SEPT. 1ST.
Small, one-bdrm. house. Utilities
paid. $450/mo. 253-660£.

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
fall. Private rooms and four-bdrm.
apts., heat paid, dishwasher, micro.,
NC., campus close. 251-6005.
BALCONIES FOR SUMMER!
$29D-$325. June, July and August.
On-site laundry, bus line. 654-8300.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bclnn. apts. available now and
6/1. Near Coborn's and D.T. Dan,
255-9163.
-----cB"'E~AC~H~W~0-0-D-.- One-bdrm. apts. · near D.T. and
Coborn's. Nine or twelve month
leases. Heat paid. Summer leases
avail. Dan, 255-9163.
·BEAUTIFUL EFFICIENCY.
One or two people for summer.
Spacious home with /1/C. Call Matt,
240-0610.
BENTONWOOD.
5/23 and 6/1. Two-bdrm. apts. SE St.
Cloud, jnct. hwy. 10 and 23. Dan,
255-9163 .

BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on bus
line. $360-$385, twelve month lease.
$425-$450, nine month lease. Jnct.
Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan, 255-9163.
BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers,

CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storagi?, Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
CAMPUS KNOLL 11.
$218 per month. Four-bdrm., two bath. Call today!! 251-1814 . .
CAMPUS MANAGEMENT.
For all your housing needs.
Summer/fall. 251-1814.
CEDAR SQUARE EAST.
One-bdrm. $390, two-bdrm. $410$445. Lots of amenities including
pool. On clipper Ix.is line. 251-3617.

CHARLAMAINE APT'S.
1997 summer's best choice. Across
from SCSU! Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared for building
with classic design. -New unit and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserved heated
parking, dishwasher, microwaves.
Summer rentals include garage or
reserve parking spot. (Limited
number of garages for summer
special). Tour us b/4 u make your
choice! Call 240-0234 to take a look.
COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
dishwashers. 251 -8284, 251-9418.
COLLEGIATEVfEW.
Summer only. Two-bdrm. apts. $250.
Spacious, near Hockey Center. Dan,
255-9163.
CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to .SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat paid, spacious.
Riverside Property. 251-8284, 251·
9418.

-

--
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SUMMER
RENTALS
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Classic 500, River Ridi:!;e

Bridgeview South an3
Bridgeview West

.

ONE-BDRM. APT.,
5th Ave. at 11th St. open June 1. 12
month lease, $360/mo. ($380 w/rNo
people). Sewer, water, garbage,
heat and electric paid. Deposit $400.
259-0977 or (320) 634-4879.
ONE-BDRM. Al'T,
'.or rent near SCSU. Fall only. Call
Matt at 253-5787, mornings.

Prices from

$95wil~11 !e1 SQ
amenities
you expect.

ONE-BDRM. APT.,
summer only. laundry, no pets.
$195/mo. 253-5340.
ONE-FOUR-BDRM. SECURITY
APTS,
$110-$275/month. Summer and
FM'/Spring available, across street•

~~~~:e, 2~ 1-0i~~pus.

______

PRIVATE ROOMS
available summer. Nicest rooming
house by campus. 259-9434.

EFFICIENCIES
and one-bdrm. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.

Summer rate-$115/persoo. Includes
heat, water and garbage. 259-9673.

EFFICIENCIES/FOUR-BDRM.
APTS, AVAILABLE!
Excellent
locations.
Campus
Management. 251-1814.

four-bdrm., $99/m. 253-1154.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. dose to campus
for summer and fall. Includes heat
di~hwasher, microwave, NC, mini~
blinds, laundry. Yearly rates
available. Campus Quarters, 575
7th St S. 252-9226.

HOT SUMMER DEALS.
One-bdrm., $275/m., two-bdrm
$150/m., three-bdrm., $109/m.

and

HOUSE FOR RENT.
Located on 5th Ave., near SCSU. 10
bdrms-three bathrooms, off-street
parking, all utilities included. Call
240-3554.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in ~our:bdrm. apts. Heat paid, well
maintained bldgs., eight locations,
clos~ to campus, dishwashers,
~1~aundry, Excel Prop. Mgmt.

EFFICIENCY, HUGE!

HOUSES.
Only five left. Seven,. nine, ten,
eleven and twelve-bdrm. houses.

RAVINE APTS.
Fall 1997. 253-7 116.

~:~~~~-,9;.~~:~~-s~~~

:~~b1~~~~16~:acious. Heat

LARGE, LOWER-LEVEL
' ~~~~::.'2~~2. fall. Mature,
street parking, private, quiet. efficiency. $300 + electric. One-two
Avail•~· 5/25. Cell 202-0343. All people. Available Jail. Southeast. No
ROOMMATE WANTED.
messages returned.
parties, smoking, pets. 253-3679.
Male or female non-smoker to share
= = - - ~Tu:'.:'.::=:=:=:/ ::::=-=J:L~A~B~G~
E-S-IN-GLE_ R
_O
_O_M_ _ .Jlwo""' bdlJTI. apJ. i[L~tte Park. Avail.
rm. apt:.~'k5 each. 257. with pnvate bathroom and A/C for ,mmediate~.$2 15.Call 240- 1637.
3291 or 255-1274.
''
the older student. Utilrries included.
ROOMING HOUSE ROOMS:
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
Summer/lall, $125-$245. Great
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
location! 711 6th Ave. S. 267-3291
f~r fa!Vwinter/spring. Walking
LARGE, TWO-SDRM. APT.
or 255-1274.
tll~~~th.~~~~~ included. ~~~ow°~~tr~:::;~e1!~~~1; 0R;;:Oc;;O:c;M:;;-S-;;FO:cR:-.M;-;A:-,L-::Ec::S:::TUccDccEccN:::TS~!
Halenbeck Hall. $430, one year Seven rooms available for fall. All
FEMALES:
lease starting June 1. Call Glen, utilities paid. Four blocks to SCSU.
Private rooms in two and three- 251-0029. If no answer, leave Summer rates, $99/mooth. Call 251·
bdrm. apts. for summer and mes.sage.
·
5246 after 4:00 p.m.
fall.Utilities paid, laundry, parking,
dean, quiet. 253-0451.
LOOKING FOR SUBLEASER
SEVEN-BDRM. HOUSE.
for ~bdrm. plus den. Newer apt., Available summer, $99 per person.
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED: ~a~ous, clean comer unit with A/C, Fall, $229 per person. All utilities
Spacious place in Cinnamoo Ridge · distiwasher and more. Rent was included. One block from campus.
open for summer and possibly fall. $525, you pay $481. 654-0602. _
253-1154, Select Properties.
Just $110/month with three easy•
going, friendly roommates. Contact
M&M SUITES.
SINGLES.
Jayne at 203-TT62.
One room efficiencies available for M/F, available immediately. $169 per
summer and fall. A/C, utilities and
month. Select Properties, 253-1 154.
FOR RENT:
expanded cable included. Mature,
House suitable for 8-12 women. Two · quiet clientefe. 259-9434.
SOUTHVJEW APTS.,
blocks to campus. Utimies paid, low
two large bdrms., close to SCSU
rent. Call 252-6153, leave message. two
to ~~eap summer and fall rates'.
25 284 251
FOUR-BDRM APTS.
SCSU, decks, dishwashers. Heat ~~td• Property, Hl •
•
i~ newer bldgs. Heat paid, paid, A/C, security, garages, micros.
dishwasher, micro., A/C, campus Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
SPLIT LEVEL FOUR-BDRM.
close, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005. 9418.
townhouse. Summer and fall. Three
blocks from campus. 253-1154,
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
NORTH CAMPUS.
Seleci Properties.
Many styles and locations. Heat and Three-four-bdrms. with decks, dose

a:~~r~:!;t:t:~·i'ose

f:~rut:.id. 253-1154, .Select
l~~~,;B~~~3~o~:· ~EMr!~~~-

·fv:r:

~~sh~~~h~~.

~~~;~sHe!fc~:ix:
Results, 253-091 O.

Four-bdrm. SJnA!E~~e:mpus. Two
show~rs, dishwas~ers, microwaves,

OLYMPIC II.

~rity Heat paid Results, 253·

;~run~~~-

~~:~~~~ 1·~~:0d: 1

b~~~=;~o~;~~t~~-,

summer/fall. Call (320) 654-6742.
GARAGES FOR SUMMER

~cu~~.b~t~~:h:~cr~~rts~i~~!t
paid. Results, 253-0910.

st0 rage. 253-7116 '

ONE ANDTWO-BDRM. APT$.
Available summer and fall. Great
summer discounts. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.

HIGH POINT APARTMENTS.
U~der new mgmt., dishwasher,
m!c~o'.h'ave, large rooms, AJC,
m1rnbhn~. Fall rate-$185/person.

WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. untts and bi-levels. Two
full ~aths. Dishwashers, micros,
secunty. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.

THREE-BDRM. APT.
~~ouse. laundry, no pets. 253-

WOMEN:
share house, laundry,parking,keyed

~~~cl~~. :i:~29~5.
TIRED OF ROOJ.1MATES?
Want a place of your own? We have
a wide variety of one and two-bdrm.
apts. available for summer and fall.
Rates start at $270. Currently have
apartments . for summer and fall.
654-8300.

------,S::;U:::B~L=
ET:cS:-:P::c
E7Cl~
A~LS~.--

~~\!~urli~~~ ~~~tsOflo~~h bl'!
Dishwashers, m~ros. secuno/, heat
~~~agemen~e~~~10. Property
SUMMER.ONLY.
Houses and apts. Great locations.
Dan, 255-9163.

Summer,

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!!! No repayments
ever!!! ffl Cash for college $$$. Fo~
info.: (800) 243-2435.
EUROPE $229.
Within
USA
$c0·$129.
Caribb./Mexico $229 r/t. Cheap
fares
worldwide!
http://www.airMch.org. AIRHITCH,
(800) 326-2009.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES

:;.r,=:. ~~:- ~l~~q¥~1~1!~
(BOO) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

HAND CRAFTED GRADUATION
gifts. The Meta~ Gui~. A gallery ol
artist made Jewelry and objects. sos
Mall Germain. 259-9459.
RESUMES/COVER LffiERS.
Professiooal. 240-2355.
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Cadillacs, Chevys
· BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps:
4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
listings.

..__ _ _.,;.._ _ _....J . Porsches,

ROOMMATE WANTED

:~~~~li~~~dni ~~•:u~~t• ~~

~

THREE-BDRM, APT.
for rent. starting Sept. 1.
~erson. Heat, garbage, city
utilffies and laundry inciuded. 2595671.

University

PILLAR PROPERTY .MANAGEMENT
__;
259-4259

EFFICIENCY APTS.
Three and twelve month leases
starting June 1. 400+ sq. ft., heat
pd., micro., AIC. EPM, 251-6005.
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TWO-BDRM. APT.
Females, private rooms, summer
utilities paid, laundry, parl<ing. 251'.

4605.

THE UNITED MINISTRIES

HOUSE ·
~s openingS tor '97-98 SChOol year,.- - - - - -

TWO-BDRM. APTS.
One block from campus. Newly
remodeled, 'large bedrooms. 2531154, Select Properties.

Live close to campus with other
students of faith as part of a
progressive, ecumenical campus
ministry. 252-9701.

TWO-BDRM. APTS.,
very nice! 12 month lease starting
June. Great locations on 4th and 5th
Aves. across street from campus!
$275/mo. ea., Paved off-street
parl<ing. 267-3291 or 255-1274.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. Alt other weekdays, $6.

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
single rooms and 4
bedro.om apartments
for summer and fall.

•1V&
all bdrms.
• Parking, carports,
garbages

• Dishvvashers

• Microwaves, & more

Call 251-6005
TWO-BDRM,
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.
TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
in lour-bdrm. apts. Located across
from Halenbecl;' Hall. Female, rent
$1~9, spring quarter, heat paid,
wh1lpoot, deposit $250. Call 2400234.

NOW LEASING
SUMMER!
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING.
Term papers, thesis, etc. Efficient
service, reasonable, flexible hours.
Call Alice at 251-7001.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY.
Specializing in candids before
during _and after the ceremony'.
Professronal and courteous will
work with you to determi~e a
shooting schedule that will fit into
your wedding day plans. Very

reasonable packages. For more
information call 654-8501.

p.m. Train this summer. Start work
September 2nd at $8·$10 per hour.
(Minimum four hours a day). Gall
Spanier Bus Service, 251·3313.
(Yve are hiring all summer long).

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St. .
ARE YOU UGLY?
Germain St, Suite 205, SL Cloud.
We want you! Represent and
promote the UGLY bartender
contest for multiple sclerosis. Work
with local bars in an effort to recruit
Employment
their involvement. Must be 21 yea'rs
old with reliable trans., driver's
13 SPORTS MINDED
license and insurance. Good
INDIVIDUALS.
St. Cloud company has summer communication and organizational
opening for students who need skiUs needed, sales experience a
money and resume experience. plus. Agents needed for several MN
Earn $450-$525 wkly. Call now, 251· communities. flexible hours May•
October. Salary based on
1752.
performance. For more information
call Danielle at (800) 582-5296.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
ATTENTION COLLEGE
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. R,3883
STUDENTS!
for listings.
Summer is almost here. Great ·job
opportunities with St. Cloud
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
company. Benerns offered: flexible
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(BOO) 218-9000 Ext T-3883 for hours, $1000 scholarships, great
work
environment,
resume
listings.
experience. $525 wkly. for those .who
qualify. Positions filling quickly. 251·
$1500WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. For 0407.
info., call (301) 429-1326.
BABYSITTER
for 10 year old boy. Mostly evenings.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in Call Ann, 654-6434.
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
CAMP STAFF.
Food/lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-TT67, ext. A199.
. Have variety of jobs in central
Minnesota. Works with adults and
kids with disabilities. Will train. Great
ARE YOU GOING HOME
for the summer and want to have a experience for ther. rec. or spec. ed.
Room/board/salary.
job in place when you come back to majors!
school in the fall? Consider Inquiries welcome. (800) 45().8376.
friendt@spacestar.com.
becoming a part-time school bus E•mail:
driver. No experience necessary, we Friendship[ Venture. EOE.
train. No weekend/evening work.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Hrs. 6:45-8:20 a.m. and 2:00-4:20
Earn.to $2000+/mo. plus free world

UNIVERSITY VILLA

TOWNHOMES

Premiere Student Housing
c-+ Air Conditioning
,:-+ Large S1orage Room

c-+ Frost.free RefrigC!rators
c-+ Laundry Facilities
,:-+ Vending Machines
,:-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
,:-+ IndiV1dual Leases

c-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Call 252-2633

travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.). No
exp. necessary. Room/board. Ring
(919) 918-TT67, ext. C199.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
positions available. Will train., flexible
hours, must .be at least 21. Gall
CMDA at 25,5-9667.
EARN UP TO $2000
part·time in just 4·8 weeks.
Memolink needs one highly
motivated individual to · direct its
summer sales/marketing project at
St. Cloud. Contact Da~d at (800)
563-6654.

.•

;_i.'~
~
~QOD

,i.,,,·',

1991 FORD PROBE.
85K, great condition, sporty.
Asking $5500. 743-4434.

I

EDGEFESTTICKET
for sale. Gall Lisa, 656-9555.

H pracess,ing mr..il for ,i,
U national company! ·Free 1i
•~!, supplias, post!l'.gei No
seliing! Bonuses! Start
imfl1sdiatoly.! Gunt!ine
~ cppt:.rtlli"'lit)'!RuSlSAS.E.:

IBM 586 PENTIUM,
150 Mhz., 16 mg. RAM, 1.0
GB, HD, color printer, tr
monitor, Panasonic, office
desk and chair. $1800 or
b/o. Kashif, 202-1634.

~

~

WEEKLY ·
INCOME

I

~
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NICE, BUT CHEAP LOFT
and computer desk. I really
don't want to toss !hem, so
I'll take best offen Call me.
Sarah, 255--2384.

EXCELLENT INCOME NOW!!
Make money through the internet
immediately! No experience or ·
RESTAURANT.
computer knowledge required! For Leeann Chin has the following . THREE EDGE FEST TICKETS
!ree info., call 252-1012.
openings available immediately at and campground passes. Pass and
our St. cloud Byerly's carry out ticket combo $80 each. Call Robin,
FINANCE COMPANY
restaurant: COOKS- both part-time 203-1940.
has openings in the credit dept. Full- and full-time a.m. and p.m. positions.
time ~nd part-time positions come to work in our lively an fun
available with flexible hours to meet setting! No experience is necessary,
Personals
your school or summer schedule. we will train. When you work for
Apply at: Preferred Credit, Inc. , Leeann chin, -you receive:
JESUS AND SATAN
Norwest Center, 400 1st St. S, Suite competitive wages, flexible hours,
285A, St. Cloud.
beneuts atter 90 days. Apply in are pretend. The biblical Jesus
Christ lied. (Matt. 26:26) He gave
person-between 1:00 p.m. and 4:00
HELP WANTED.
p.m. at: Leeann Chin, St. Cloud bread to his disciples and said
Men/women earn $480 weekly Byerty's, 2510 W. Division. St., St. "Take, eat; this my body.• If the bread
assembling circuit boards/electronic Cloud. 252-1801. Ask for the handed to them is his body, then
there are tow bodies of Jesus, that
components at home. Experience restaurant manager. EOE.
being handed, and the one doing
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
the handing. Eating human flesh is
openings your local area. Call (520)
RIVERBOAT CREW.
cannibalism. Those who threaten
680-?891 ext. C200.
Come
aboard
Mississippi
Riverboats this summer! Boat, office others with infinite torture are
terrorists (e.g. clergy). Dare to
JOBS!
and photo crew needed for
Are you looking for part-time passenger vessels in St. Paul and question. Atheism is true.
evening and weekend employment? Mpls. Seasonal positions available
Apply yourseH at Premiere Bingo Apr. through Oct. Variety of hours.
and gain valuable customer service Start $6.50/hr. Pade!ford Packet
and cashiering experience. We can Boat Co., Harriet Island, St. Paul,
offer you: flexible hours, competitive MN 55107. 227-1100 or (BOO) 543wages,
advancement,
fun 3908.
atmosphere, and a variety of work.
Apply today! Premiere Bingo, 3123
SUMMER JOBS!
Roosevelt Rd, St. Cloud, MN 56301. FulHime house painters and
) 251-2500.
manage'rs""neened. Foorday-work -week! All outdoor work in the Twin
MANAGEMENT/SALES
Cities. Earn up to $9000. No
TRAINING.
experience necessary. We will train.
Life 101. the next course. The most Cati Aspen House Painting, (612)
important course. And a great 922-3555.
teacher to boot! As graduation
SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS,
~~~r;sc~i~r~.
are you looking for a week end job? .
determine which direction your life Friendship Ventures is hiring camp
will take. Make the smart choice by staff to work Friday 5:30 p.m.·
about you? You
choosing Enterprise to give you the Sunday 5:30 p.m. Camps are
actually seriously
foundation for a successful career in located near Annandale, just 25
business. Our business philosopt1; minutes southeast of St. Cloud and
dering this ofli
has always been centered on Eden Prairie. Work 2·12 weekends
n't you? I'
providing solid training in all areas of this summer. working with adults
g your mo
l:x.tsiness management to eager and and kids with disabilities. Will train.
motivated college graduates. Our Inquiries welcome! EOE. (800) 450hee, bee.
business grows if you do, and we 8376, (320) 274-8376.
realize
that
your inherent
enthusiasm
and
sensibilities
SUMMER WORK, $10.75TO
JESUS AND SATAN
coupled with real life business
START.
training can spell true career PT/FT, fle~ble schedule. No exp. are pretend. The biblical Jesus lied.
satisfaction for you . As you can necessary. Scholarships available. (John 5:37) "The lather himself,
which hath sent me, hath borne
probably guess, this is no easy (320) 656-TT50.
witness of me. Ye have neither heard
course.. .it takes hard work,
his voice at any time, nor seen his
dedication to task and the foresight
WANTED:
to see your goal. If you believe this is Summer camp staff. Be outdoors shape.n People heard God speak.
the path you'd like to take, call us at and learn new skills, gain (Gen. 3:8-1 O) (Ex. 20:22) (Deut.
(612) 6354240 or mail/fax resume experience working with children 4:12) (John 5:37) Saw God. (Ex.
to: Enterprise Rent·A•Car, 2484 N. while earning money. Coed youth 23:23) (Ex. 23:2) (Gen. 32:30) The
cleveland Ave., Roseville, MN camp. 30 min. SW of Metro. Seeks religious believer is too trusting of
55113. Fax, (612) 628-0161. V5rt 20 energetic, responsible adults. those in religious authority. Those
our web site at: www.erac.com. Counselors,
cooks,
grounds who threaten other with infinite
Equal Opportunity Employer.
maintenance and janitorial. Training, torture are terrorists. (e.g. clergy)
salary, housing and meals. 12 full Religion is division. dare to question
MEXICAN VILLAGE TOO
weeks of employment. Men all religion. Atheism is true.
is now accepting applications for encouraged to apply! Call (612)
JESUS AND SATAN
oooks. Please apply at 20 25th Ave. 474-8085.
are pretend. The biblical Jesus lied .
s. 253-8000.
(Mark 16:17-18) .. ."and tt they dnnk
any. deadly thing, it shall not hurt
NANNIES!
For Sale
them.ft Jim Jones tested that
Call the ELITE nanny service.
hypothesis. How about you? "II I
Exciting positions nation•wide. No
'81 40 KAWASAKI, $450.
bear witness of myself, my witness
fee. Top salaries. One year
'89 Chev. S·10 Blazer, grey with new ~ not true." (John 5:31) "Though I
commitment. Nannies Plus. Sandy,
paint. $4900. 255-176 1.
bear record of myself, yet my record
(800) 726-3965.
is true." (John 8:14) Those who
1985 VF1000R HONDA.
threaten others with infinite torture
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING.
Great shape. Only 14,100 m. $2950, are terrorists. (e.g. clergy) Dare to
Plus forests, beach resorts, ranches,
b/o. 654-9298, Ben.
question. Atheism is true.
rafting companies. Up to $12/hour.
Nation-wide openings. Call (919)
918-TT67 ext.R199.

~~~efC~~m:hf~i~~~

1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

c-+ Heated Swimming Pool
c-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
c-+ Sand Volleyball Court
c-+ Heat and Water Paid
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

Friday, May 16, 1997
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